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ABSTRACT

Development, Verification and Validation of an Industrial Communication Suite
for Usage on an Oil Rig Environment
Yücesan, Ongun
Ph.D., Department of Modeling and Design of Engineering Systems (Main Field of
Study: Electrical and Electronics Engineering)
Supervisor : Asst. Prof. Dr. Altan Özkil

June, 2021, 120 pages

The modern computer based supervisory, control and data acquisition techniques find
more and more interest as Industrie 4.0, Industrial Internet of Things, Plug and Produce like concepts comes to life. Sometimes these applications on mechanical activities, involve human workers cooperations. Their safety and successful operation can
be achieved by verification and validation of the software and hardware suites they
rely on. A testing activity requires a repeatable series of actions. For this purpose a
test suite is prepared either as a software, or a manual set of instruction for humans.
Given a test suite, it is found that conducting a test based on controlled experiments
is generally faster than completely running it to achieve a reliability level. However,
complete runs have advantages like providing statistics such as the number of failures
in a software. Both results of mathematical analysis and Monte Carlo Simulations
results do not support complete rejection of either technique. Conducting controlled
experiments, while time to time making full runs is found to be best course of action
by the study. These ideas were implemented in our Industrial Control applications.
Effort to identify means for the interarrival times, confidence intervals on them and
underlying statistical distributions proved beneficient. Some observations on rare conditions took place giving better view of the data at hand. Also statistical tests on the
iii

data, based on independence and identicalness of results indicated possible usage of
statistical models. Such a result removes a cloud of uncertainty about the underlying
conditions. Since data is found according with a random variable, the outcomes can
be expressed more dependably.

Keywords: OPC UA, Testing, Industrie 4.0, Test Suite, Use Case
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ÖZ

PETROL SONDAJ KULESİ KULLANIMI İÇİN ENDÜSTRİYEL İLETİŞİM
GELİŞTİRME, DOĞRULAMA VE GEÇERLİ KILMA
Yücesan, Ongun
Doktora, Mühendislik Sistemlerinin Modellenmesi ve Tasarımı (MODES) Doktora
Programı
Tez Yöneticisi : Dr. Öğr. Üy. Dr. Altan Özkil

Haziran 2021, 120 sayfa

Modern bilgisayar tabanlı denetim, kontrol ve veri toplama teknikleri, Endüstri 4.0,
Endüstriyel Nesnelerin İnterneti, Tak ve Üret benzeri kavramlar hayata geçtikçe daha
fazla ilgi görmektedir. Bazen, mekanik faaliyetler üzerine yapılan bu uygulamalar,
insan işçilerin işbirliğini içerir. Onların güvenliği ve başarılı çalışması, güvendikleri
yazılım ve donanım paketlerinin doğrulanması ve onaylanmasıyla sağlanabilir. Bir
test etkinliği, tekrarlanabilir bir dizi eylem gerektirir. Normal koşullarda test amacıyla,
yazılım veya insanlar için manuel talimat seti olarak bir test paketi hazırlanır. Hazırlanan
paket ile sınama faaliyeti yürütülürken, ilk hata ile karşılaşıldığında durulabilir. Hata
kontrollü olarak düzeltilerek, baştan başlanabilir. Diğer teknikte ise, paket sonuna
kadar tamamen koşulabilir. Hatalar bu durumda, hep bir arada düzeltilecektir. Hazır
test paketi verildiğinde, kontrollü deneylere dayalı test koşusunun, belirli güvenilirlik
düzeyi elde etmek açısından, tamamen bu test paketini koşturmaktan genellikle daha
hızlı olduğu bulunmuştur. Bununla birlikte, tam koşular, yazılımdaki hata sayısı gibi
istatistiklerin belirlenebilmesi benzeri avantajlara sahiptir. Hem matematiksel analiz
sonuçları, hem de Monte Carlo benzetimi sonuçları, her iki tekniğin de tamamen
reddedilmesini desteklememektedir. Kontrollü deneyler yapmak, durumun gerek-
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tirdiği koşullarda zaman zaman tam test koşumu yapmak, çalışmamız tarafından en
iyi eylem planı olarak görülmüştür. Bu fikirler, eldeki neticeleri ile petrol sondaj ile ilgili endüstriyel kontrol uygulamalarımızda uygulanmıştır. Hata varışları arası zamanlar için ortalama değerler, bunlara ilişkin güven aralıklarını ve altta yatan istatistiksel dağılımlarını belirleme çabası yararlı olarak bulunmuştur. Bu şekilde, elimizdeki
verilerin daha iyi anlaşılmasını sağlayan seyrek görülen koşulların oluştuğu üzerine
bazı gözlemler gerçekleştirilmiştir. Ayrıca, sonuçların bağımsızlığına ve özdeşliğine
dayanan veriler üzerinde istatistiksel testler, istatistiksel modellerin olası kullanımına
ışık tutmuştur. Böyle bir sonuç, altta yatan koşullar hakkındaki belirsizlik bulutunu aralamaktadır. Verilerin rassal bir değişkene göre dağıldığı bulunduğundan, sonuçların
daha güvenilir olduğu söylenebilir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Açık Platform İletişim, Sınama, Endüstri 4.0, Test Kümesi, Kullanım Senaryosu
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

During the development of a product, there may be so many delicate details, requiring
constant attention. It is possible even for most careful development team to mistake
things. They can identify wrong targets, a different market layer from what is most
suitable. Finished product can be with a price tag surpassing the targeted market level.
To prevent these from happening validation and verification for design, specification
and model maturity need to be performed.
Not without exception every bug gets fixed, further, not every fix brings a cure. A fix
may only be correcting parts of a certain problem, generating more issues at certain
occasions. Sometimes bugs might be hiding underlying other problems, which would
be unfolded after they get fixed. Many alterations at the same time may cause losing
the clue of what is sound or not. Another aspect that would utilize less time is making
controlled experiments in case anything is repaired but something is missing, direct
reason or inner relations can be positively identified.
These all mentioned testing issues are widely investigated and most of the time known
to the people conducting testing. In the studies, initially considered analysis involves
a situation where a less investigated time improvement can happen. When a Test
Suite or Procedure is prepared, how it is conducted can affect the speed of achieving
a level of reliability as a statistical indicator for successful operation probabilities.
Both mathematical and simulation analysis were conducted on the impact of Test Run
Technique. Analysis identifies scientific controlled experimentation method as generally faster, batch method for collecting bugs often slower. However, later technique is
useful for collection of statistics alike needed fix amounts. We later employed our result in the Industrial Communications scenario, where two computers with Windows
1

Operating System (Win OS) connect each other. They share data through a local area
network (LAN), resembling to those of an Oil Rig LAN environment with the availabilities at hand. The healthy connection and exchange of data and exchange of data
historic past is investigated. Focus been mainly on the historical past for its rareness
in literature and quickness to fail.
All the effort is for developing a product healthily and in a suitable time frame, give it
sometimes be a respiratory device or an Human to Machine (HMI) component of an
oil rig control and management system. Suitability of a method of Machine to Machine communication over an industrial network employing a standard protocol called
Open Platform Communications or Collaborations formerly known as Open Platform
Linking and Embedding (OLE) for Process Control (OPC) is considered as physical
experimentations. More recent extensions for managing open source software and
variety of platforms is referred to as OPC Unified Access (OPC UA) Scheme. This
protocol, which represent an upgraded version of the OPC, serves as a basis of modern repeatedly emphasized Industry 4.0 revolution and Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT). Available Industrial machines from an earlier era are without internet ability
or possible connection. If they provide any connectivity, their protocols are specific
to their own brand designs. Along with Industry 4.0 follows an introduction of a recent concept ”Plug&Produce”, which will allow connection of any brand of modern
machinery easily and effortlessly to an Industrial Network.
OPC UA stay not the only standard, which introduce possibility of such Industrial
communications means. EtherNET/IP, where IP standing for Industrial Protocol,
ModBUS, Profibus, ProfiNET are few from a lengthy list of such protocols. Our
study is conducted with the fact given that the OPC UA was considered as selection
of choice. The selected set of tools are based on windows operating system applications. The target of the research is to get familiar, identify weakness and strength
points, ultimately measure MTBF of selected solution package.
For example, there may be an industrial plant, where robots take a part and place it on
a car. The amount of the part available per machine represents a relevant information.
The maintenance periods, also relevant malfunctions are among the necessary reports
that should be delivered in time to carry on producing. The operating conditions of

2

these robots are not inevitably time critical data, but to monitor functionality, timely
delivery of the information is beneficent. Strong and sufficient LAN is therefore essential for the communication activity which needs to be maintained to keep operation
healthy and continuous.
Testing in the simulated environment is targeting to identify the beneficent and handicapped parts of available tools and modifications performed. A figure of MTBF is
aimed to come up with. Studies to identify, whether collected inter-failure arrival data
is representative or not, so that experiments will repeat themselves under same conditions is conducted. A target is to recognize if the collected data come from a statistically observable pattern. The collected Inter-failure arrival time data was analyzed
in order to understand whether they come from a statistical distribution. Statistical
tests tell it can be undenied with a statistical significance that the numbers are drawn
from the known classical distribution. Furthermore, they are independent and identically distributed (iid). Therefore, a stochastic pattern exists, and statistical means
are representative for the observations under circumstances identifying the worst-case
condition. Improving the worst-case situation, MTBF identification also enables the
researcher to come across some problems and solve them. Where in better conditions
hopefully fundamental issues would have been identified and resolved, then with minimal effort, the system would perform lot better.
The rest of the document is as follows: In Chapter 2, literature reviews on the Testing
and OPC UA is provided. Chapter 3 includes an analysis of test conducting techniques.Chapter 4 is on OPC UA communications functionalities verification and validation. Concluding remarks are provided in Chapter 5 Conclusion section.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, the literature works are reviewed on Testing and Open Platform Communications Unified Access (OPC UA) Standard.

2.1

Testing

Ledru et. al. [2] targeted prioritizing test cases to find an ordering that maximizes
desired effect of certain aspect. Their purpose is to identify the test case that is most
diverse plain text wise. They try addressing most substantial number of issues early.
Variety of diversity calculation techniques like Hamming distances are considered.
Such an intended purpose would enable quick coverage of most chief variety of issues
early, committing the resembling activities packed test cases to more overdue times.
Graf et. al. [3] comes with a good idea of considering employment of tools that
translate Unified Modeling Language (UML) models prepared on software environment to executable code. For this purpose, they employ Method Definition Language
(MeDeLa) and Velocity Engine to generate Java or C++ code. They integrate the
UML models for development of software to the Test Cases, where they generate
Testing Codes beside developing the actual tool itself. With help of manual intervention as well, they consider the methods or techniques within the software code and
also simply inputs or outputs from out side the code. These methods, whitebox and
blackbox testing approaches respectively, are used in close combination to achieve the
best outcome.
Betta et. al. [4] are trying to identify the set that obtains a test suite among all possible
4

variants in most coverage providing sense. Mentioning of infinitely possible variants
of test cases emphasized. Their technique targets a condition where the inputs and
outputs are correlated. So they employ certain complicated statistical techniques.
This paper is a second of the same team on the identical method. They propose
improvements due to the sensibility of correlation technique employed. It was found
as susceptible to noise and consistent patterns in observations.
Harold et. al. [5] provide coverage about the issues of regression testing activity. It
is the activity after development is made and necessary corrections took place. In this
phase, many times developers do not want to retest everything due to the time, crew
fatigue and economic constraints. More limited set of representative tests case is organized instead. This activity emphasized as most significant in the cost and time sense.
The lack of controlled experiments about academic techniques and practical application of any research to large-scale development activities are reported as among main
gaps in this field. Addition of teaching about regression testing as part of engineering
education is strongly emphasized.
Zheng et. al. [6] indicate that it is legally possible to consider the binary files of a
Commercial of the Shelf (COTS) Software. These are decomposed during the process
of the tool they developed, identifying altered software pieces effecting the interested
components. With this information during regression phase, they typically test only
the effected parts of software. Their report indicates there are shortcomings due usage
of a different linker. Otherwise method in an ABB component example identifies
correctly up to 100% of test cases to be neglected.
Hemati et. al. [7] consider 320 similarity based test case selection techniques. They
compare them, based on their Failure Detection Rates (FDR). Emphasis on cost of
conducting high FDR techniques to extents up to 110% over random selection. They
report some techniques can come up with more consistently higher FDR even around
of 80% of Test Cases are not needed.
Pinto et. al. [8] investigate the test repairments. These represent activities on Test
Suite, after certain changes in software, needs to be undertaken to run meaningful
tests. They mention repairments take place 16 times on average per new software
version on their experimentation set. Repairs, sometimes, take place because of the
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method call sequence updates. So that, Test Suites would be more fashionably working. Additional Test Cases are typically due to the functionalities introduced. All
of these are labour intensive. Need for automation of such activities is emphasised.
Hardship of fixing software sometimes cause failing test cases being deleted. These
can be as often as, up to four times of the repairs due to method updates. The work is
among the few mentioning assertions, which are simple checks of the sort like if x=2
or not. If the ”x” value is corrupt somehow, the result is logical FALSE. Then certain warning mechanisms are activated. Study reports assertions could not sufficiently
help for automated test selection, since they rarely fail with logical FALSE value.
Bertolino [9] complains about a gap existing between practical and academic testing
understanding. The academic studies are targeting a better state by optimizing with
respect to a numeric criterion. This approach reported to be remaining shallow to find
practical use. Since it is not merely numbers, but there are many other aspects. He
indicates on success of testing the controlled environment and experimentations on
top of it, experience and background of the tester is important. Empirical Research
is emphasised to be way forward to bridge the gap between both worlds. Therefore
research should consider more than modest improvement of one aspect, but rather a
comprehensive perspective.
Andrews et. al. [10] works on developing JUnit classes in randomized manner. They
developed a tool called Randomized Unit Test Engine for Java, the RUTE-J. During
a Junit unit testing code development there are certain issues, how and from which
range inputs will be selected, length of the input series and test sets. They come
up with a randomized answer to these questions. However, the user has ability to
limit the length and range of data. They run certain number of RUTE-J clones. Even
though the account of the non-failure producing clones are noticeable, the clones that
produced infinite loops exists. Roughly 70% of the clones produced failures. They
also have a minimization option, where they minimize a Test Case producing failures.
This activity causes more clones to be created similar manner since older version is
suppressed, enabling multiple shots towards identifying the failure.
Do et. al. [11] carry out an empirical work comparing regression test activities. Their
work primarily concentrates on prioritization for test suite and their effect on final
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product revenues. When time constraints are stringent, it can cause some part of the
suite to be neglected. This comparison is made by integration of a cost-benefit function. Two alternative techniques beside random and original orderings are considered.
These are Coverage and Bayesian Network based approaches. A Feedbacked version
of each one been considered as well. The coverage based approaches work stemming
from conditions, statements and branches covered in the code. Bayesian Network, on
the other hand, considers a relations network of the software parts affected by a change
made. Their results indicate random selection nor benefit, neither deficit with almost
no effect. Original ordering develops more issues as time becomes a lot stringent.
Feed back techniques benefited from this extra help. Both Coverage and Bayesian
Network with feedback found very helpful in cost saving sense. The prior technique
is found to be more consistent.
Parveen et. al. [12] is a case study about a transition of a company towards a shared
media for test suites. The firm has branches in a couple of different countries. It is
found out that there are very useful test cases resting in the various locations. Redundant effort is conducted to come up with similar ones. Initial integration required the
transformation of formats good for the new software tool. So that, It will maintain
them globally. The hardship of the customer demanded format of procedures, accustomed excel sheets delayed a full integration. After the company decided to dedicate
significant labor percentage, the process been completed. Transition period lasted a
couple of years.
Schroeder et. al. [13], [14] considers a test suite reduction based on the input/output
relations. They mention a static and a dynamic analysis technique for this instance.
The static approach employs program codes to resolve relations. Dynamic method
finds these during code execution. The main idea followed is to observe which input
alternations result in which set of output differences. The changes that do not affect
the set of outputs affected by other ones are simultaneously changed together. As
a result, they achieved reductions in number of test cases required to unfold similar
amount of failures.
Elbaum et. al. [15] reports techniques also used within Google Incorporated with the
support of larger server farms. Regression test mentioned starts by a new development
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activity. Developer of this activity reports the methods involve it. Later affect maps are
generated with additional considerations. First, it is made sure pre-hand the methods
that are going to be employed are checked to be safe to run by employment of their
own test suites. Once found sufficiently good, then new item is included. Google
live code is mentioned to be evolving continuously in such active company. During
process, idea is to bring forth the test cases that are new or recently failed. The
older test cases that have run but did not fail a while are moved to a lesser prior
condition. If a test case has not been run for a predetermined duration, it is re-run as
well. Reduction in regression duration is reported at a cost of reasonably lower failure
detection rate.
Zhu et. al. [16] even though is more than 20 years old paper, it provides an extensive
outline of the basics of testing techniques and most of the academic approaches to the
topic.
Leitner et. al. [17] employs random unit testing approach. The contribution is made
over this technique where the load for the regression phase is reduced. Using Eiffel
Database of code classes and AutoTest test generation tools they run their randomized
ones. The failures especially intermittent ones are indeed hard to reproduce. Considering memory conditions, performed commands so many steps can be necessary to
repeat them. They cut a slice from the execution of the program that leads to the failing test case. This slice identifying the history of the statements during the run-time
is used to concentrate the regression activity on them.
Leitner et. al. [18] again employ the Eiffel Studio suit. This suit keeps track of last
good state of the program and traces of the actions leading to the failure. They report
even though the unit testing is beneficient, so many code developers avoid the task. It
often requires effort from the personnel. If the actions during human interaction leading to a failure be kept and repeated, then the task becomes significantly easier. There
are also contracts inside methods reflecting the assumptions on the code. These are
helpful for automatic generation of test cases. For all these purposes, they developed
a tool called Contract Driven Development (CddTool). It is tested on a small piece of
program as well.
Henard et. al. [19] investigates Test Suite prioritization techniques. They include a
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total of twenty methods. Ten of these are white-box and ten are black-box techniques.
Prior is code aware and later is unaware prioritization methods. Reported results
indicate that both perform very similar to each other. They have on the average little
lower then 90% detection rates. Further, the types of failures identified are of the
same sort. Since additional knowledge is not needed for black-box techniques, they
are found to be more preferable. Methodology includes running each order obtained
a hundred times. Then, statistics are collected from the results. It is also reported that
an order determined for first test runs remains reasonable after a couple of rounds.
Somé et. al. [20] reports their findings on usage of textual use cases for automation
of test suit generation. They achieve this target up to degree. A key point they emphasize is the usage of vocabulary. Since it can be from a wide spread set, additional
hardships might be introduced. Once text is understood by the algorithms, the maps
of conditions and activities are formed. Over them, sequences of possible variations
are listed. Test Cases are formed by considering every state, edge and transition possible at least once. However, limit on re-occurrences of such visits are set to a certain
integer.
Bell et. al. [21] indicate that software functionality is dependent on the past activities
conducted. Further, success of a test case is dependent on the previous cases conducted. To clear past fatigue from software one makes resets. They report that just
this activity for each test case takes roughly six (6) fold more time to continuously
run test suite without interruption. Identifying all dependencies is on the exponential
time complexity. Even though their effort is yet incomplete, they inform that their
approach of identifying limited number of dependencies is promising.
Xie et. al. [22] report possible usage of tool which would populate available parameters need to call methods in software, esp. Visual Studio Suite. In this short
notice, it is indicated that such tools only tests robustness of code rather than correct
functionality.
Lachmann et. al. [23] considers a study on the regression testing activity. This
phase ensures altered software can not create further failures. A genetic algorithm
is considered for this instance, which they feed with seven (7) different constraints for
optimization. These are first of all, achieving the smallest test suite possible. Later,
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the importance of the failures the test suite produces and the importance respect to
the business conducts. Then, covering and trying to unfold failures relating to present
requirements. Then, the cost related to perform the test. Finally, running the test cases
not considered for a while. The success of the technique is measured by a metric
combining the amount of failing test cases and the ones called. Various combinations
of objectives experimented to come up with an optimal one. However, technique
suffers from higher duration of process times with regard to randomly selected test
suite. Yet, as a result test accuracy and effectiveness is increased.
Mora et. al. [24] consider a mathematical analysis on inter-failure arrival times.
However, they make assumptions on them being dependent and correlated. A very
specific situation of a hundred (100) devices, each failing exactly three (3) times is
considered. It is simulated over a software platform as well. For the mathematical
models, the Markovian Arrival Process (MAP) involving Phase Type Renewal Process
is used. For this instance, it is observed that their models are in accordance with
simulation results.
Ferguson et. al. [25] published their work in IEEE Symposium on Fusion Engineering. This paper has no reference material. However, it sets an example on how to
observe and calculate the MTBF value. In the first year of the operation numerous
design flaws been encountered and resolved. They calculate the MTBF value based
on three months of exceptional operation period. They encountered five (5) defects
in this phase. Yet, three (3) of them are assumed to be design flaws. These are not
statistical manner occurrences, so got neglected. However, an upper and lower limit
is considered based on the number of failures taken as five (5) or two (2).
Mondro [26] reports a method for approximating the MTBF figure on systems with
periodic maintenance. Formulas provided in the reliability handbooks involve mathematical integration. This introduces complications with increasing number of parameters. The employment of classical exponential function estimate for system reliability
function brings simplifications. It is shown that the approximation is within reasonable error bounds.
Suresh et. al. [27] report their work on video quality metrics. There are subjective
audience based tests. These are Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and Mean Impairment
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Score (MIS). To obtain these scores, an audience is gathered and asked to watch a
video. Finally, video is scored accordingly. The objective quality metrics like Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) do not yield that good of indication of perceptual quality. The reason is they can be calculated on a single pixel value which may not be
even noticed by viewer. MOS can additionally become employed realtime where the
viewer continuously scores the video. However, a lot simpler technique which rater
pressing a button whenever they encounter a corrupt piece of scene, is achieved by
MTBF based one. It is a good metric since a video might be corrupted, but if there are
too many details, could feel ok. Because details in the video would hide the defects.
However, in this case PSNR like objective techniques would yield high amount error.
The MOS would have been harder to collect and analyse.
Glynn et. al. [28] compares MTTF estimators in case of high reliability components.
The direct estimation for MTTF values has higher time complexity. Where as ratio
estimators employ already developed Importance Sampling Estimators. Therefore,
these come up with an advantage. Developing similar, Importance Sampling estimator
for the crude version is shown to be infeasible.
Vintr et. al. [29] derives an MTBF figure for a group of Railway Wagon Axle bearings
on a train. By starting from an initial definition of reliability for an individual, a
formulation representative for a group of bearings is calculated. The derivations form
a function from the number of kilometers of replacement period to the MTBF figure.
Such a calculation enables the user to make an optimization subject to costs for the
replacements and the failures during operations.
Palchun et. al. [30] present their work on derivation of a formulation on reliability of
measurement systems. It is emphasized increase in parameters and loss of accuracy
could cause costly production issues. With the formulation on MTBF estimate for a
group of parameters, it would be easier to identify expectations on failure periods.
Jiang [31] develops a model for an imperfect repair condition. The model is a time
invariant shape but time dependent scale Weibull Distribution Model. They estimate
the parameters for three (3) alternative real-life scenarios where the repairment fail
to bring the system to the initial state. Therefore, these types of conditions are when
samples of inter-failure series are not independent and not identically distributed.
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Prus et. al. [32] works on detection of winding short circuits in case of long time to
failure usages. Computer aided detection is performed.

2.2

Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA)

Burger et. al. [33] are among the few studies which investigate performance and
limitations of the OPC UA scheme. It is indicated that the CPU is the limiting factor
since the network does not get utilized at all. A refinement to their observation would
be, the computer architecture including software and hardware together is effective on
the performance outcome as well. More efficient algorithm, using publish/subscribe
structure resembling to multi-casting techniques, found as supporting higher amount
of total communication signals. Memory utilization remains constant in their report
since the information load is not increasing substantially. A linear model predicting
CPU load with respect to the number of signals communicated is considered as well.
Cavalieri et. al. [34] investigate delays for OPC UA communications. They consider
future developments of the scheme. A comparison between UA TCP implementation
and Hypertext based Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is made. Prior is faster
almost in all conditions. However, at the bigger packet sizes, the benefits of UA TCP
are similar to those of SOAP. It is observed that the security comes at a cost to delay.
For bigger packet sizes this cost reduces as well. The publish interval determining
period of the packet transfer, if set as small, can overload the network. This would
reflect as a delay on the communications. As the publish interval is increased, LAN
utilizations after fall from initial high value, settles to a level.
Cenedese et. al. [35] considers three different implementations of the OPC UA client
- server pairs. These are plain old C, then C++ and Phyton Script based implementations of this pair. The results are indicative that the cross language functionality is
successful. Findings include that the C compiler based ones are faster, C++ takes
middle ranks and phyton version is slower. This is due that the later one transforms
the phyton script into another lower level programming language. This automated
process proves inefficient in time. Also, per variable memory consumption is minimal with plain C implementations. The C++ build introduces a significant overhead
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for a new single variable, with respective increments due additional ones.
Eckhardt et. al. [36] considers Time Sensitive Network (TSN) in his work. The
inclusion of a dedicated CPU module for Ethernet Physical layer, further another
separate CPU module for application is available. They achieve less than 1ms round
trip times (RTT). This value is identified as time till a message is sent form a device
one to another device two, then message from two is sent back to one. Time till the
decoding of the message back in device one is identified as the RTT. The packet sizes
increases from 174 to 1506 bytes with a accompanying increment in RTT around 1.5
times. Time spent over the network remains significant part of the RTT.
Wen et. al. [37] employ OPC UA for smart factory structure. This often involves
communications of parameters, such as the operating conditions or supplies. These
informations can hold a grand sum. Such types of interactions fall within the concept
of big data analysis. Furthermore, a technique for handling this sum based on artificial
intelligence is proposed within the paper. The developed technique is illustrated on
Electrocardiogram signals with promising results.
Zhang [38] uses Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) applied to cyber physical systems. The System of Systems (SoS) perspective on the cyber physical
systems is expressed using AADL. The schematics of the smart factory, robot workshops and the robot unit were presented, as well.
Haitham et. al. [39] considers usage of MATLAB/Simulink along with OPC toolbox.
The mentioned versions of the time had some difficulties of operation. Usage of the
MEX files and integration of some amount of code was considered successfully. As
reported due platform independence instead of the Supervisory Control and Advisory
(SCADA) middle ware, systems employing the OPC UA protocol can be integrated
directly. This brings a reduction in the number of devices that need to be placed in the
network.
Garcia et. al. [40] works on Systems of Cyber Physical Production Systems (SoCPPS).
They employ OPC UA to implement the workshop connectivity. The IEC61499
block diagrams for this scheme are reported. Along with 4DIAC-IDE framework
with FORTE runtime used for development, OPC UA takes part for connectivity. An
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example workshop environment is reported.
Grüner et. al [41] mentions the OPC UA has significant connection overhead. It is
also stateful since it is at a subscribed or not subscribed state. The Rest Architectures
envision an always ready to connect, stateless and uniform interfaces. To alter an IEC
62541 implementation couple hundreds of lines is sufficient. However, they are not
fully backward compatible with standards. Besides, these changes reduce the protocol
overhead, the time of delivery and increase the messages exchangeable.
Palm et. al. [42] reports information about the open-source implementations of OPC
UA. Total of eight (8) available software existed during the time of publication. Most
of these lack complete abilities available within the OPC UA standard. Open-source
implementations are mentioned as bringing ease of modifications with respect to the
needs of a specific task. For measuring the performance of an implementation, a
C10K problem was introduced and described.
Neu et. al. [43] considers denial of service (DoS) type attacks for their research.
These attacks falsely behave according to initializations and keep alive messages. By
needlessly occupying the CPU resources, they introduce additional delays. These
delays can become more severe in certain types of attacks, and in case of existence
of certificates and encryptions. Most severe identified as ”Hello” message, followed
by an ”Open” message. The first one is responded with an ack naturally, second one
responded with an error message. These responses are always made in this pattern.
If they are sent often to the server, it becomes over crowded. When the certificate
authority or some aspects are in another location, these effects become immense.
Hormann et. al. [44] works on extracting further data from OPC UA data communications streams. The embedded PCs in the study are untouched for over a decade
and they function very well. By considering any intervention might cause significant
problems that can be hard to resolve, they target monitoring data in the network. With
certain algorithms, they extract information required.
Kim et. al. [45] implemented a OPC UA PLCOpen IEC 61131-3 with Beremiz open
source software which supports this protocol. In this work, with an average latency
of around 9ms, they made data read attempt. There is a saturation point for maximum
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readable amount of data per second. When denser queries are applied no higher rate
of response can be achieved beyond that point. This turns to be 66 read/sec at 10 ms.
Queries with 5ms or 1 ms period do not yield higher read rates.
Tu et. al. [46] is among the pioneering works. They list OPC UA Data Access (DA),
DA-XML, Historic Data Access (HDA), Alerts and Events (AE), Batch Specifications. A comparison illustrates that the XML-DA is generally slower up to 10 folds
with respect to the DA.
Cho et. al. [47] investigates newly emerging and gaining popularity Arm processors.
They perform a comparison with regard to a x86 platforms available for embedded
PCs with comparable figures and prices. The x86 platforms are complex instruction
set computers (CISC). They have variable length instruction length in binary set. This
is maintained by specific hardware extensions in the CPU for special purpose instructions. Arm processors are reduced instruction set computers (RISC). These have a
constant set of instruction lengths in binary. However since less specific hardware
implementations exists for specific tasks, time to time it takes more instructions to
perform certain tasks. In this manner, x86 architectures out performs similar Arm
processors in latency and lower CPU utilizations. However, Arm processor uses less
power. Therefore, it does not dissipate lot more heat. So, without extensive heat sink
equipment requirements and low power consumption Arm processors offers cheaper
operating costs.
Garcia et. al. [48] aims implementation of vertical integration along with IEC-61499.
Drawn functional diagrams for an oil-well platform according to this standard are
provided in report. Aim of the work is, by achieving communication along with the
components in the Industrial site, enabling the low cost for ownership. These concepts
are considered within the Industrie 4.0 initiative.
Latif et. al. [50] simulates an industrial control problem known as Tennessee-Eastman
Problem. An optimization is made. Using the optimal parameters, a controller was
employed. This is used to control a simulator. The connection is achieved by usage
of the OPC UA protocol. A preliminary functionality was established.
Hofmann et. al. [51] also considers a factory workshop simulation. However, the
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resources management Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is considered. The information climbs up to ERP through SCADA like information and control layers. A
substantial fact about the paper is their reporting on their validation activity. It is indicated that 1000 signals per second could not be maintained in realtime. Therefore,
a reduction in signal amount had to be considered.
Kim et. al. [52] incorporates the usage of 5G cellular data transfer along with OPC
UA scheme. The data link infrastructure is provided by the 5G cellular infrastructure.
The OPC UA enables the data collected from the different production entities to be
delivered through the 5G network to the automated authorities.
Jo et. al. [53] considers incorporation of an edge cluster in an industrial layer. This
edge computing layer transfers the collected, gathered information to the Cloud for the
control and administration. OPC UA enables timely transfer of the data over various
links to the edge computing and from edge cluster to the cloud computing facilities.
A successful implementation was achieved.
Oksanen et. al. [54] employs OPC UA for monitoring the ISOBUS ISO 11873 Agricultural Vehicle Communication bus. The OPC UA takes responsibility for remotely
monitoring data exchanged in a smart tractor and its gadgets. The latency experimentation illustrates that even a wireless communication with the vehicle data is possible
within a half seconds of delay. The LAN access is lot faster. The total amount of
data for an 160 hour of monthly activity is of a concern. A refresh periods adjustment
ability from 50 to 15000 ms is useful for addressing this.
Zeller et. al. [90] considers verification of industrial work shops incorporating Industrie 4.0, therefore OPC UA. They first identify the parts of the software components
affected. Later they construct a petri-net model of the software affected. Later on,
tests are conducted by running the effected parts. This allows them to consider the
dependencies of the components. Up to 5 hours modeling, 7 hours testing durations
were the case.
Ludwig et. al. [56] is a work on testing an enhancement on an industrial environment
of Large Hedron Collider (LHC) at Cern. Incorporation of the OPC UA scheme for
power supplies at this component took place. With a change of an IP address, it is
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now possible to switch between the actual power components and simulated Venus
environment. Testing of the new power grid was possible during the time for LHC
maintenance duration.
Minnetti et. al. [57] works on handheld device for measurement of industrial gaps.
These gaps are physical boundary edges of two components. OPC UA is used for
communication and Industrie 4.0 compliance.
Nikiel et. al. [58] is about OPC UA suite development at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). The ATLAS sensor control technology employs
this suite. The XML descriptions are used to form an object oriented definition of the
functionalities at specific level of detail. Following detailed XML description, models
and finally relevant code is developed. Since models are readily available, the testing software is easily formed and used. Due description is detailed and 90% of the
computer program is automatically generated, it is expected that there would be lesser
amount of coding mistakes. Yet at the final phase a human fine tuning is performed.
Fojcik et. al. [59] provides insightful experiments and recommendations. They use
both python and Java based OPC UA suites with quite similar outcomes. The server
has publishing period set at 250 ms. When a server can not transfer data at this instance, it is sent in the next period unfold. When CPU is loaded, the server experiences
higher amount of delays. Quite naturally, the better CPU performs better. The higher
the number of clients subscribed, the server experiences more and inconsistent delays. However, when the CPU is loaded recommendation is to prevent the additional
subscriptions that could lead to excessive delays.
Matevska et. al. [60] is about a study on an implementation of inner communications
means with the OPC UA scheme for a probe/sounding rocket mission. The academic
stuff and students study on these rockets to gain experience and conduct scientific experiments. Window 10 images are created in order to ease the deployments and come
up with a ready to function spare computer. Later minimal effort is needed for tuning
the individual tasks. The experiments have both ground and airborne components.
These both involve data acquisition, error fault recoveries and similar. The OPC UA
scheme brings an uniformity of interface for communication among components.
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Cupek et. al. [61] is considering OPC UA back servers issues. The non-transparent
backup server is recommended for using with this communications scheme. This type
backup scheme requires the client proxy to take action. However, in transparent mode
switching is responsibility of the server. There are also Hot, Warm and Cold modes
for the server backup. The former have both servers active. Only at failure the secondary one gets to send data. The second case is the one where the subscription is
made, but, saving from processing power the data sampling do not take place. Third
one is the case where everything is transferred from scratch once a failure is identified.
The speed of backup transfer is respective to the ordering. It is identified the server
resources benefit the transfer time. The increase in the number of monitored items
has effect on the transfer times for warm and cold modes. The hot mode, however,
illustrates Celeron oscillatory performance behavior, slightly increasing with increasing number of monitored items. Indeed, the strong CPU does not have any hindrance
due increasing count of parameters in Hot mode.
Fujishima et. al. [62] works on the Kaizen Level Maturity indicator for smart manufacturing. This measure indicates how automated the management and the engineering bureaus are. The study develops a use case where OPC UA used to provide the
communication for the automated infrastructure.
Toplian-Rivas et. al. [63] is a study that integrates the OPC UA and a Nose-Red
suite. This is a development tool makes it easy for incorporating communications,
which handled the user interface development as well. For the adaptability and rapid
deployment monitoring its used together with OPC UA. An implementation was made
with hopeful results, achieving design to product duration improvements.
Mathias et. al. [64] addresses compliance of an OPC UA implementation with the
IEC 62541 standards. This study targets interoperability among various client-server
pairs. For this purpose, a tool was developed and successfully tested.
Panda et. al. [65] report their approach in incorporating OPC UA in OMNet++. They
employ open62541 to incorporate as library in this simulator, since it is implemented
with C99. By doing so they are able to simulate Time Sensitive Networking (TSN)
along with OPC UA. The report includes the approach in detail.
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Kobzan et. al. [66] investigates the newly emerging OPC UA along with networking improvements. These improvements are TSN and software defined networking
(SDN). The later one brings the quality of service (QoS) implementation to an industrial environment. So not every traffic is treated with the same manner while traversing
the network. These improvements regulate the traffic in the workshop.
Morato et. al. [67] investigates cross platform latencies for the OPC UA. As in the
previous paper of the team, delay of the structured C based platform is lower than the
object oriented and the scripted implementations. The Most interesting finding they
have been using a realtime operating system introducing a latency threshold to all of
the similar experiments outcomes.
Profanter et. al. [68] studies how Industrie 4.0 communication standards compare
to each other. The compared schemes include Robot Operating System (ROS), Data
Distribution Services (DDS), Message Queueing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) and
OPC UA. Open 62541 OPC UA performs best along with eProsima FastRTPS DDS
performing on certain indicators at a close proximity.
Polge et. al. [69] emphasizes the importance of the security. It is mentioned that the
data integrity is guaranteed by signature mechanisms. The confidentiality of transmission is enabled by encryption. The report lists three (3) possible attack sources. First,
an internal malicious intended user. Second, the gaps introduced during the development of the system. Finally, the external sources could be exploiting possible security
gaps. Each source being prevented by some techniques. There are, however, shortcomings of the caution mechanisms. There are some known cyber attack techniques,
which were detailed in the paper. Notably, Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS)
technique are mentioned, where the attacker employs several computers. Effects of
these types can become extremely significant. Normally, the delays created by the
message flooding type attacks are considered less serious. But, for some scenarios
they can be enough to cause problems as well. The report vocals the need for proper
consideration of possible attack scenarios and cautions against them.
Nicolae et. al. [70] works on Node-RED integration of OPC UA. They develop
an HMI program. Finally, successfully integrate it to a water pumping station for
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) functionalities. The platform
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results for the monitoring history of the water pressure were reported as indicator of
efficiency of the technique.
Ferrari et. al. [71] considers cloud integration of the OPC UA. The delay to the
cloud and back to the server in total measured approaches half second roughly on
average. Today this amount is not sufficient for too much efficient over the cloud
control, allowing for more monitoring, resource planning type of implementations.
Rocha et. al. [72] compares the MQTT with QoS extension to the OPC UA. The
OPC UA suffers from longer protocol message size and higher number of protocol
messages. The MQTT however employing the QoS and traversing a network with
certain guarantees is able to reach the destination in shorter time over all. Only QoS
2, the safest delivery option spends similar time to OPC UA in the network.
Haskamp et. al. [73] lists the free and commercial implementations of the OPC UA
standards. The list includes details about the implemented parts of the standards by
the software as well. There are many parts of standards often neglected.
Veichtlbauer et. al. [74] considers the Memory and CPU utilization with respect to
OPC UA usage. The OPC UA loads burden on all computer resources and therefore all components use more resources. Increase in memory for 2MB total RAM is
around 1MB filling all available RAM. The CPU usage as the monitored items increase, follows with an increase in the CPU utilizations. However, some unloaded
scenarios without data change and lesser amount of clients subscribed, creates higher
amount of utilizations.
Forsström et. al. [75] considers monitoring through a cloud infrastructure Microsoft
Azure IoT Hub. For the purpose of monitoring 1500 sensors, 600 being updated
as soon as once a second, this tool is employed. They achieve near latencies for
wireless and fiber connections. Fiber took on average around 750ms and cell phone
infrastructure with Long Term Evolution Network (LTE) connection around 1150ms.
Jafary et. al. [76] outlines substation automation systems (SAS) security. The OPC
UA as listed to have more tools of security and reliable data transfer with respect to
other protocols. Compared protocols include IEC 104, PPTP and IP Sec.
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Dürkop et. al. [77] is a study on integration of industrial communications and cellular technologies. For this purpose Edge, Universal Mobile Telecommunications
Systems (UMTS), LTE were considered. For industrial data communication protocols Message Queueing Telemetry (MQTT), Constraint Application Protocol (CoAP)
and OPC UA were considered. With Edge worse to best performances are with CoAP,
MQTT, and OPC UA around 1 to 5 seconds delays with increasing packet sizes. For
the UMTS the delay extends from quarter seconds to 2 seconds with similar order
of performance. Finally, LTE achieve transmission within 0.1 second with respective
performances. The success of OPC UA is identified as coming from its congestion
control mechanisms.
Rohjans et. al. [78] see Server Model Test Suite SeMo-Ts as a first step in addressing
the need for wide range of simulations for OPC UA implementations. Model design
XML is used in order to make adjustments. General structure ran on Microsoft Visual
Studio. It includes couple of UA server and client varieties.
Martinelli et. al. [79] considers improving security by enforcing a mechanism called
the ”users control”. They introduce a system that can dynamically enforce different
policies of accession to the monitored data. The system at current state introduces a
couple of seconds of delay.
Hilderbrandt et. al. [80] is a work on information hiding type of attacks. The attacker
in this scheme can employ elements of the network without a need for authorization
by hacking. With encryption or not, it monitors the data flow. Then, uses a normally
available OPC UA timestamp field to insert bits for its attack purposes. An artificial
intelligence detector for this purpose was developed with 89.5% true positives and
none false positives.
Jaekel et. al. [81] studies OPC foundation (OPCF) developed conformance test tool
and a self-developed one. Therefore, they can test not only the OPCF identified scenarios but user defined ones as well.
Ziebinski et. al. [82] works on low cost unmanned vehicle. They shift the artificial
intelligence for SCADA functions from low CPU power PLC to a stronger PC by
employing OPC UA successfully.
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Fojcik et. al. [83] illustrates that when timestamps of arrival for OPC UA packets
are used, the data can become very distorted. The delays are explained as inevitable.
They can get more severely effective when the resources are stringent with regard to
the monitored item amount.
Ausberger et. al. [85] reports that PERNET, REXYGEN, and KeySight middleware
are successfully implemented with existing developments. They are used for OPC
UA gateway. A device of this sort provides connectivity to a specific device with a
specialty protocol with OPC UA means.
Zezulka et. al. [86] outlines Industry 4.0 requirements. These include the plug and
produce abilities. In order to list few are: interoperability, conformance check for new
platforms, scalability and security.
Caiza et. al. [87] developed an HMI for low cost Cyber Physical System (CPS)
monitoring. The interface they developed has gauges monitoring data and an interface
to tap in values. It is observed that the data exchange over the workshop floor do not
creat too much of a network traffic.
Wally et. al. [88] complain about persistence of modeling design with OPC UA.
Therefore, they propose an addition to the information model of the OPC UA alike
hasSubFeatureInstance like extensions.
Mourtzis et. al. [89] works on implementing and extending OPC UA communications to Machine Shop 4.0. They extend OPC UA communication to include offline
devices without communication ability a device was developed. The milling and CNC
equipment was also included to surveillance, to gather running conditions about them.
Zeller et. al. [90] apply automated regression test impact analysis technique onto the
OPC UA framework. First by employment of the behaviour models derived impact
analysis is made. Next impacted components are verified.
Schleipen et. al. [91] considers the requirements of an modern automation environment. These requirements can be listed as the flexibility, the adaptability and similar
requirements. The requirements are emphasized to be addressed by self-x properties.
They should have self-healing ability, self-expression capability and so on so forth.
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In other words they should be able to introduce themselves, be able to communicate
and adapt. A relation of Reference Architecture Model Industrie (RAMI) 4.0 with the
OPC UA building blocks is provided. An Automation ML model for inter-shop connectivity and fault detection is developed. Within variety of scenarios these relations
are discussed.
Lee et. al. [92] observes that the OPC UA information model resembles to the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) structure. Therefore, a series of algorithms to transform
the OPC UA model into UML model been developed. Later on, the algorithms were
implemented and tested based on some simple usage scenarios.
Dreier et. al. [93] reports, that even if the re-ordering of messaging in a SCADA
or industrial scenario takes place, there can be chaotic outcomes. The OPC UA and
Modbus identified as un-safe, if the network is unsafe. This is the case for flow integrity and non-injective message integrity sense. These are indicators for the intact
delivery of the message. They also verified their results by preparing an attack on OPC
UA. The results came as approving the outcomes achieved by TAMARIN a protocol
verification tool.
Mahmoud et. al. [94] is about an implementation of the OPC UA for process monitoring and administration. The choice of OPC UA was due to low cost. With respect
to a scenario where SCADA function not achieved significant improvements exists.
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CHAPTER 3

TEST CONDUCTING TECHNIQUES AND THEIR
COMPARISON

Testing activity is an effort for finding mistakes. It is possible to conduct it by reading
code, by preparing some activity lists and performing them, considering a list of inputs
and comparing them to certain outputs. These activities can be both automated and
manually conducted. It requires to be repeated to illustrate a mistake or repeat the
conditions failure is taking place. Therefore, repeatability is achieved by following a
structured list of things that are going to be done. Each of these lists is called the Test
Case. Collection of the cases is Test Suites [1].
There are naming conventions indicative of the information amount from the software
code used during developing the test. If the implementation is not known, it is named
as a ”black-box” technique. If some knowledge regarding the input/output relations
and at the same time, some information from the underlying code was been informed,
it is referred as a ”grey-box” one. If the code is available, the all known about it is used
while developing the Test Case (TC), then this type of testing activity is called ”whitebox” one. Regardless of automation amount for the conduct, these names are used.
Naming conventions with colours are representative of the test development technique
[16]. Moving from white box to a black box testing technique would not relieve any
dependencies the code would include. The order of the TCs run, the content of the
TCs run, coverage and statistical significance of the TCs included in test suite would
affect the product on time to market or budget requirements. It can have impact on
possibly a market success results, [21],[16].
The main target is to finish the development phase as soon as possible. This is pos24

sible only when the regression testing period is finalized by correcting the sufficient
number of relevant mistakes and failures. Therefore having no relevant looking failures at the end. The urge to deliver product should not keep development team to
spend time on improving quality. This is possible by making more testing. Any failure that is not found during development phase can appear through the usage period.
Regarding to the rush to deliver the product in time, every second spent for a testing effort improves the quality and customer satisfaction. When a product is being
developed, in most of the occasions, they are new and yet unknown to anyone. In
an early era, the development, documentation, sales, user support teams do not know
anything about the artifact. Time spent for the product ease to develop documentation
and education material on it. To learn its characteristic, weak and strong sides testing
activity is beneficent.Every moment spent for “testing” would mean an increase in the
confidence level of the test results. This would be reducing the Margin of Error on
statistical data observed like MTBF [1].
For the accurate test results prepared TCs need to be fresh and up to date. Sometimes
the TC losses the connection with the software. For example, if it is an automated run:
the input calls, method called might be altered. Some functionality might have been
changed. These should be reflected to the testing. Often, test cases finding relevant
mistakes can be also needed to be altered. Reasons behind these would be simply fix
was too complex to apply or sort of the kind. Some introduced functionalities require
be tested to the adequate level. This means adding more TCs. Some of the failures
kept being identified might be due to the fact simply because it is tested in a wrong
manner. Therefore, since the functionality is right, and, it is relevant, the faulty TC
needs a repair. Automation of the testing development may be needed [8]. Based
on certain UML models, or, methods in code, a test both for manual and automated
conduct may be developed automatically [2], [7], [10], [18], [20], [23].
Developing systematic tests can be a motivation for bridging the gap between the
academic world and development businesses. Most of the time the academic studies
had to be conducted to a lesser complexity of systems. Such a condition would mean
the results are lot harder to achieve for larger scenarios. To mediate the missing parts,
the businesses may lack the time, appetite and resources to support activities. Due to
excessive amount of potential variations, testing to the full extent may not be always
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possible. In the companies, these issues are handled with experiences accumulated
over the years based on customer responses. [12], [9]. These experiences are reflected
to business conduct as the efforts by continuous refreshment, repair, addition and
deletion of TCs. Whether automated or manual testing is the case, the maintenance
of TCs is necessary for a good and healthy testing [8], [15].
All considered it is easy to conclude there are some failures waiting for their time.
This may happen during a customer usage or at a critical phase. A method to identify
them would be following patterns of a User Activity set. In an environment trying
to mimic the actual working conditions of a product, it may be possible to identify
more relevant failures [3]. Along with this prioritizing the important TCs, identifying
dependencies, and establishing an adequate coverage with exclusion of certain parts
would be as important [11], [15], [19], [2].
Accepting all these studies are already performed, the research effort investigated if
further time improvements can be achieved for test duration by accordingly reacting
to the failures identified. This is referred as test conduct technique. Two different
methods are identified for this purpose. One of them is the running the test with respect to the scientific methodology, which is stopping at first encountered problem.
Finally carrying on when this is identified as fixed. Second technique consists of running the test totally. Namely, trying to fix the failures identified together at the end.
This technique is beneficient for many reasons. One of the benefits is the fact that
when making automated tests, even though it brings additional hardships for resetting
and starting on, this method allows an overnight run. Also, provide a statistic about,
”roughly, how many bugs to go?”, exists in the product that require fixing. The disadvantage it has is not being able to certify in a scientific manner that the bug is fixed.
For this instance, for a given set of test cases, a comparison of test run techniques
made. Beside an asymptotic time complexity analysis, a monte carlo simulation for
time it takes to reach to the MTBF target is conducted.
Since it is assumed, a test suite is readily available at hand, the conduct is considered.
Regardless that it is automatic or manual, N test cases as a rule of thumb will be run.
Analysis will illustrate the way the test is conducted can make improvements. For this
instance, the thinking and logic behind the analysis are described.
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Figure 3.1 The test suite: set of test cases

We have N test cases at hand as depicted in Figure 3.1. It can be possible to see
success event of each as a Bernoulli experiment. Like flip of a coin, a test case
can be run till its own end as successful. Possibly with a probability ”p” it will
fail. Regarding the fact that there are execution steps inside every Test Case, however assumption is each has a single atomic functionality. Inability to complete this
functionality is of consideration. The failure probability at step ”i” is represented as
P{Having a Failure at T est Case i} = p.
This assumption is a valid one. Both for the sake of simplicity and since it is representative of the factual situation. Test Cases are ideally atomic, representing one function.
All functions are developed by the same team or by one that share similar experiences
and educations. Team members do collaborate and support each other sharing and
almost equalizing their differences. Companies put forward effort to bridge the gap
of knowledge by both educations and coding guidelines from within the corporation. The differences would not be significant for a scope of an asymptotic analysis.
P{Having a Failure at T est Case i} value being sqrt(p) for a developer while being
p2 for another is an extreme case. Aim is to identify a bound for the average case. For
this instance, it is reasonable to assume failure probability as equal for all.
The ordering of the TCs run is important. It is possible, if ordering is altered, another
set of failures can be identified. But if test suite is prepared accordingly, based on
the dependencies, changing the ordering could result in losing the sequence of events.
The test may lose track of a related condition. Further, the user manuals instruct the
usage of the development item as it was validated. Therefore, logical assumption is
the test cases are run in complete fidelity to the ordering.
In this chapter, two test conduct techniques are compared for their durations over N
TCs. Aim is to obtain an expectation for the asymptotic time complexity analysis. The
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Figure 3.2 Impact of an identified failure and repair efforts on test case A
first of these techniques is ”The Stop at the First Failure”, and the second technique is
”The Complete Test Run”.

3.1

The Stop at the First Failure

Any test conduct involves identifying failures and correcting them. When a failure is
encountered for this technique, the testing is stopped. A fix is applied. This can impact
the earlier, corrected or later TCs as visible from Figure 3.2. In order to identify if it
worked, the testing would be restarted by a new test epoch. The fix impacts the failure
probability p either positively or negatively. We can represent the amount of the fix
impact with letter δ. The positive or negative sign would indicate the impact whether
increases or decreases the probability of failure respectively.
Generally for software development, when code is broken with an intervention made,
effect of the change may impact all parts of the code. It can therefore impact all test
cases. The next intervention has a chance of correcting it. Since the concentration is
on a singular fault identified, this case is more likely. On the long run this would, in
average case, be canceling each others effect.
To further discuss this factor. There are possible four (4) scenarios in these circum28

stances. Consider the fix is broken a test case totally. Therefore, deterministically a
case is broken.
First: If it is after the previously broken and fixed test case, the re-run of the test
may not reach there on average. Remembering on average situation, per expectation
definition, test suite can be run till the previously considered one.
Second: It may be before the previously broken and fixed test case. Since the testing
on the average can reach this test case, the failure would surface during testing on
average with more probability.
Third: This is a subcase of the first one. The broken one could be after the previously
fixed. But the previously fixed one might have been totally corrected. For a situation
under our correction assumption, on average next to the previously fixed one would
be failing. Assuming the events are independent. Lets assume fixing probability of
P{TCi } = ξ. Then the fault insertion probability as P{TCi+k } = ς. Then the probability
next to previously fixed is broken P{k = 1} = ζ. We can consider this situation as
T
T
P{TCi is Fixed
TCi+k
k = 1} = ξ × ς × ζ. So if ξ is high, it can be that ς would
be low. Then in this circumstances P{k = 1} would be much lower. Consider now,
independence assumption is challenged. Since if an expert can fix a step in one impact
T
T
then this joint probability P{TCi is Fixed
TCi+k
k = 1} would be low enough, for
an average case it can be comfortably seen within the failure probabilities that are
canceled on the long run. We can adhere to the meaning of this case. Then we have
a better than worst case situation. Test would last shorter, since fixes are fixes, error
introduced would be identified shortly when N test epochs are commenced. A remote
and optimistic scenario.
Fourth: This is the subcase of the second case. The fix cures a later one from impacted but breaks a one deterministically before the previously fixed. Then this would
certainly appear during the testing, so would be stopped to fix this case. Likewise
the previous scenario, the cure would be beneficient for future cases. Since we are
trying to identify a worst-case upper bound for the average case, the positive cases are
negligible.
Therefore, it is reasonable to make the following assumption per sake of the argument,
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Figure 3.3 The consecutive test runs and impact of corrections modeled as δ

for an average case without remote scenarios in a statistical analysis. The interventions made can affect all test cases. However, next intervention can correct this situation. So on the long run they can be assumed to be cancelling each other. But a broken
activity, since on average it is reached to the intervened test case, would be detected
in the early test cases to be corrected. This would represent the difference created by
intervention relevant for the intervened and the earlier test cases as in Figure 3.3.
On the transient as testing commences, the interventions accumulate. They start to
pile onto each other. The target is to model this condition. In reliability calculations,
techniques used include risk to the producer, which is calculating the probability of
failure higher than what it is normally. This would cause a higher cost for adapting to
a higher-risk amount. Also risk to the customer, which is calculating the risk lesser
than what it is. These time producer profits at a cost to the quality. Creating higher
risks to customer.
On the initial test run each TC is a Bernoulli Experiment with same probability p.
When a correction or a fix to the failing TC is made, a change in probability will be
represented with δ. When a correction is made, the TC fixed and previous TCs will
have change in the probability of failure by this amount.
If numerically considered, where δ = 1 − p or δ = −1 it corresponds to worst and
best case scenarios. Respective to the ordering, If the first value is the case then fix
completely breaks everything. This case represents an absolute failure in all altered
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Figure 3.4 The probabilities for the set of test cases

TCs. Second one means a complete fix, meaning all things are working fine. Both
cases are deterministic cases and very unlikely.
The scenario interest to the analysis is the one where δ → 0+ . This scenario is the
one that developers are working on it, however they cant quite fix anything. Still they
do not break apart anything as well, following an average case. In this case testing
may end by the scenario that no TC failed even though they still had chance to fail.
After every failure is identified, then fixed, a new set of Bernoulli experiments with
non-uniform probabilities will be conducted. By the end of N defects fix defects, first
TC would have a probability of failure p + N.δ. This situation is in an abstract form
visible in Figure 3.4.
There is a detail about how the second, third and remaining TCs would share the failure probabilities. Based on the assumption δ approaches zero from right side, and it is
positive, chance of a fault in early TCs will increase faster. Since there can be N fixes
after N faults identified. First one without issues will have the above-mentioned value.
Second TC will have slightly less probability of failure then the value p + (N − 1).δ.
The third one slightly lesser than p + (N − 2).δ. Furthermore, the series of Bernoulli
Experiments would form a Geometric Distributed random variable for outcome of
the experiment which TC will fail. The early TCs would have higher occurrences.
However, in a Test Run with corrections being effective, early TCs would have lesser
failure probabilities gradually as corrections bring cures. A model considering this
condition could also be more graceful.
Even though above mentioned bounds are tighter, the benefits are marginal since δ and
p are small. Per consideration with asymptotic analysis definition, eventually N → ∞
meaning infinite number of trials are the case. At a risk to the producer, it is assumed
every test case is equal likely to fail at every run. Over the first N fixes or failures, the
probability of failure for each test case can be assumed to be taking shape as in Figure
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Figure 3.5 Universal set and mutually exclusive sets A and B

3.4.
The probability mass function representational of the random failures taking place at
exactly ith TC will be according to above. The situation is alike a geometric probability
mass function giving a chance for calculating the expected number of attempts to have
first success precisely at Nth Bernoulli Experiment. So, one would have the probability
of failure exactly at ith Test Case P{TCi Failure} = P(TC1 ∩ TC2 ∩ ... ∩ TCi ). This
expression yields the maximum value when the test cases are mutually exclusive.
Figure 3.5 is an illustration of the mutually disjoint situation with venn diagrams.
Situation is illustrated over a sample space and ω with two subsets A and B. The
Probability P(A ∩ B) can only be maximum if A does not intersect with B. That is
P(A ∩ B) = ∅ and P(A ∩ B) = P(B). In such a scenario, test cases either have no
common functionality or code parts they share, or no dependencies.
This situation is when all problems relates to different constitutes. Therefore, each
faulty piece requiring a delicate and individual attention. This would require maximum amount of fixes rather than one fixes all situation. This is the worst case scenario
for the developing team. They would not be able to make few fixes and get everything
working all right. Instead, they would keep mending all test cases.
Therefore, in this situation the P{TCi Failure} = P(TC1 ∩TC2 ∩...∩TCi ) = P{TCi } =
p + (N − i)δ result is drawn arbitrarily as explained in previous paragraphs. That is still
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valid incorporating δ at a cost to the producer. With the mutually disjoint assumption,
implying an asymptotic upperbound. Equation is simplified as P{TCi Failure} =
(p+(N −i).δ).(1− p−(N −i).δ)(i−1) to a simpler version P{TCi Failure} = p+(N −i)δ
for arbitrary p and δ values satisfying the probability condition.
The probability condition P(Ω) = 1 need to be satisfied to prevent a known phePN
nomenon called Dutch Book situation. To satisfy this condition i=1
P{TCi } = 1, if
P
needed, is normalized accordingly with P{TCi Failure}. This would be introducing
a k constant equally effecting all equation. Effect of k as limiting case is discussed and
simply analyzed to be accordingly negligible for comparison as N → ∞ in section
3.3.4 Evaluation of Findings. The usage of big-Oh notation is discussed in that section
as well.
For the context of analysis, the average number of times to reach failure at TC N + 1 is
calculated. Reaching this TC means test is successfully completed. Then, this TC is
renamed N + 1 as N. Finally, the simple statistical expectation formula for the average
number of times from 1 st TC to Nth TC as N → ∞ is applied.

3.2

The Complete Test Run

The ”Complete Run” technique is about running all test cases with fidelity to the ordering. Once a failure is encountered, it is assumed the test can be continued without
any hindrance. This technique refrains from the fault isolation means to see the general picture. The probability P represents chance of having a failure within the test
run. The corrections per identified failures would have positive and negative impacts.
P(E poch i) is the probability indicative of the overall outcome at the end of i-th test
run. The δ denotes the equal amount of correction and  equal error introduced for
each run. As per the definition, the expectation for the number of trials in order to
observe a successful outcome precisely at N-th epoch is calculated.
Once test run is finished and the failures identified, the fixes are made. The amount of
total alternation is denoted as ∆ for the respective epoch. This setting is again a series
of Bernoulli Experiments. Here a case of Geometric series with the non uniform
probabilities is formed. The failure probability of each epoch for this series is upper
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bounded again with mutually exclusive assumption. Meaning that the failures due to
persistent situations would not be effecting any consecutive epochs. There are also
no two successful test runs consecutively. Each of them has faults solely dependent
on its own conditions. The relevance of this assumption is easily seen by keeping
in mind the derivation of probability of having a failure exactly at i-th TC from the
previous section. The necessity of such assumption is surfacing by the condition of
not having success before i-th TC. Therefore, N-th epoch represents the first success
situation where all previous ones had failures. Normally the expectation to get first
one is calculated over an infinite sum. We calculate the expectation over N runs, then
take it to the infinity per asymptotic analysis definition. Conditions of both tools are
satisfied eventually. If continuous test runs are made and interventions piles up, the
situation after N Epochs would be as in 3.1.
P(E poch 1) = P
P(E poch 2) = P + 1δ + 1ε
P(E poch 3) = P + 2δ + 2ε
..
.

(3.1)

P(E poch N) = P + (N − 1)δ + (N − 1)ε
f inally : ∆ = δ + ε, ∆ ≥ 0, δ ≤ 0, ε ≥ 0
The ∆ is the change amount introduced during the corrections and the fixes. At worst
case the ∆ ≥ 0 increases the probability of error. For this technique question targeted
for answering is: ”What is the expected number of test runs?”. Answer to this question
will light our path during asymptotic time complexity analysis. The Expectation over
N consecutive test epochs is calculated.

3.3

COMPARISON

The purpose of the comparison is to find a suitable way of reacting to a failure during
the conduct of a test. For this purpose, the assumption that the test suite is readily
available is made. It is also assumed that suite is not altered and ran according to the
initial ordering. The comparison is made by using a Mathematical Asymptotic Time
Complexity Analysis and a Monte Carlo Simulation method.
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3.3.1
3.3.1.1

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Analysis Model

The Independent Variable

The Independent Variable is the response against the

encountered failure. Therefore the test conduct technique. Attributes this variable
have are ”The Stop at the First Failure” and ”The Complete Test Run”.

The Dependent Variable

The dependent variable is the ”Number of Test Epochs

that takes place”. By altering the testing technique, the independent variable, observations for the impact it creates on the number of test epochs is made. The Good
question this variable will answer ”Is the Stop at First Failure and The complete Test
run is nominal or ordinal?”. ”Do they have superiority to each other?”

3.3.1.2

Monte Carlo Simulation Setup

The simulation is conducted by drawing random numbers from a uniform random
variable. Then these values are assigned to an array of dimension N. Initially p = 0.1
value is equally assigned to every test case. The array members are compared to the
failure probability of each test case kept at another array. If it is less than that of
the failure probability of the test case, then it is identified as a failure. The conduct
of experiments includes two scenarios. These try to capture the average instances of
testing for each technique.
As an outcome of the testing identifying the failures, fixes are made. Those are modeled as reduction in the failure probabilities. The stop at first failure technique has a
reduction in failure probability with an amount δ = 0.1. This reflects the effects of
fixes as a multiple in formula P{TCi } = P{TCi } − δP{TCi } for the relevant TC. The
complete test run is simulated with the same adjustment on the test case. However,
it represents an additive impact on other test cases fail probability with ε = 1/500.
Formula of the update upon failure is first P{TCi } = P{TCi } − δP{TCi } for relevant
failing TC. Further for each TC as follows P{TCall } = P{TCall } + εP{TCall } for
modelling impact of uncertainty.
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An MTBF target is identified for the simulation run duration. This duration is identified as twenty (20) consecutive successful no failure test epoch runs. Experiment is
repeated for both technique 250 times more. With these targets achieved a margin of
error less than the 0.5%. This conduct resembles to the testing systematic outlined
in MIL-STD-338B standards. In this test conduct each epoch is independent of each
other.

3.3.2

ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS RESULTS

The technique was applied for two different test conduct techniques.

3.3.2.1

Analysis for the Stop at First Failure

The expectation over N test cases are investigated based on aympthotic time complexity analysis. In the equation 3.2, p(i) is the probability of failure for the TC with index
i which is actually p + (N − l)δ. The final expectation is as in equation 3.3.
E[TCi ] =

N
X

lp(l) =

l=0

=
=p

N
X

N
X

l(p + (N − l)δ)

(3.2)

l=0

lp + lδN − l2 δ

(3.3)

l=0
2

N(N + 1) N (N + 1)δ δN(N + 1)(2N + 1)
+
−
2
2
6
3
2
pN
δN
=
+
+ (p/2 − δ/6)N
6
2
= δO(N 3 ) + pO(N 2 )

(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

Here as result of equations 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, it is visible that the test run is at
the order of N cubed with techniques derived from [95] and [96]. These results are
representing the asymptotically bounded average time complexity.

3.3.2.2

Analysis for the Complete Test Run

In this context, P value is identified first of all. This value would be the sum of having
consecutive test cases failing. At first one (1), then two (2) failing test cases per test
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case until having N failing test cases. As visible from the equation 3.7, since test is
run regardless of any failures in previous TCs, the probability of having n failures
among N test cases is simply the binomial selection of n out N.
P{Fail} = P(1 TC f ail ) + ... + P(N TC f ail )

(3.7)

P{Failure} = 1 − P{NoFailure} = 1 − (1 − p)N

(3.8)

therefore in 3.8:

As a consequence of an Mutually Exclusive expectation, if one assume p = pTC /N for
a uniform distribution of failures, the equation 3.8 becomes as in 3.9 and then finally
as in 3.10.
P{Failure} = lim 1 − P{NoFailure}

(3.9)

P{Failure} = 1 − e pTC = P

(3.10)

N→∞

where pTC is the arbitrary coefficient observing the effect of binomial counts and
keeping the probabilistic range for 0 ≤ P{Failure} ≤ 1. Considering the section 3.2
Methodology / Test Suite / The Complete Test Run detailed P{Failure in E poch i} =
P + i∆, it is derived an asymptotic run time as in equation 3.11 followed by equations
3.12, 3.13, 3.14 and finally 3.15. If one take the expectation over the total set of test
cases ”Test Suite (TS) i” complete runs namely epochs:
E[T S i ] =

N
X

lP(l)

(3.11)

l ( P + l ∆)

(3.12)

l=0

=

N
X
l=0

=

N
X

l ∆+
2

l=0

=

N
X

lP

(3.13)

l=0

∆N 3 (∆ + P)N 2
+
+ (P/2 + ∆/6)N
3
2

(3.14)

which yields an expected asymptotic run time around
E[T S i ] = ∆O(N 3 ) + PO(N 2 )
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(3.15)

Figure 3.6 The Number of epochs required in order to succeed, N=50
3.3.3

SIMULATION RESULTS

A Monte Carlo simulation is run as outlined in section 3.3.1.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
Setup. The number of test cases simulated are from N = 1 to N = 50.

In Figure

3.6, for a constant value of test cases N=50, the number of epochs to succeed for both
techniques is presented. X-axis indicates the index of experimentation. It is, therefore,
a nominal. Y-axis indicates the amount of test reruns required during the Monte Carlo
simulation in order to achieve 20 consecutive successful test suite coverage. The lower
blue sketch is the ”Stop at First Failure” technique. Upper red one is the ”Complete
Test” technique. We see that minimum amount of epochs for complete test run is
lower than the maximum observation for the stop at first failure.

In the Figure

3.7 the results of the Monte Carlo simulations are presented from N=1 till N=50.
The X-axis in the figure represents the increasing number of test cases. This is N
values increasing from 1 till 50. The Y-axis represents the amount of the average
reruns (Epochs). This value represents the mean calculated over 250 repeats of the
experiment for the respective value over X-axis. Four (4) curves are presented in this
figure. Two (2) of the curves are the asymptotes. These are simply N 3 and N 2 curves
represented with green dashed line. Actual observations from Monte Carlo results
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Figure 3.7 Mean Number of epochs versus number of test cases N increasing
were expected to be lying within these asymptotes. Observations are according to the
expectations.
The mean number of ”test run time” is the sense of number of epochs to reach success
is compared for comparison. As visible from the figure complete test run always on
the average takes longer duration to finish the test suite. Complete run is represented
with the blue line. The margin of error bounds are tight and marked with respective
colours of the test techniques. The figure also considers, 3σ confidence intervals for
both techniques. These indicate the variability of results. They are marked with a
shade of the respective colour for the technique as well.

3.3.4

Evaluation of Findings

When 3σ confidence intervals are considered for both techniques, the results of simulations indicate there are overlaps all through the domain for N. The 3σ overlap region
is reducing as the number of test cases N increases. Let consider the Gaussian Distribution has domain (−∞, ∞). When this domain is placed around the Mean Run
Times, statistically there are situations that one or the other is better. This is a natural
conclusion drawn from the results.
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The case where no problems arise that is the best scenario. In this circumstance, the
failures are fixed at the first intervention. In that case N epochs would happen at
worst situation of the best scenario. With Complete test run two (2) epochs would
be sufficient. The worst case is the where development team is really bad and they
introduce failures rather than fixes. In this case testing would not finish. Normally
development teams gradually learn the product and master the used techniques. As a
result they start to make real good fixes.
The discussion based on whether the upper bounds have an example in actuality and
big-oh notation can be used or not is an essential one. If an example does not exists
then little-oh notation need to be used. To the risk to the producer impacts incorporated in analysis need to be considered as well. With this in mind, for ”stop at first failure” little-oh notation δo(N 3 ) can be convenient. TCs assumed having no relation to
each other by saying they are mutually exclusive. At the same time, impact of correction to preceding TCs is reflected as detailed above. But for ”Complete Test Run” total
impact is modeled with a ∆, this one would be taking place where assumptions hold.
The comparison between E[T S iCompleteRun ] = ∆.O(N 3 ) and E[T S iS topatFailure ] = δ.o(N 3 ).
Then E[T S iS topatFailure ] < E[T S iCompleteRun ] and δ.o(N 3 ) < ∆.O(N 3 ). This actually makes
our case, however at a risk to the producer the Big-Oh notation is used and second
terms of O(N 2 ) considered further detailing the analysis.
Considering the k normalization constant on the total probability, mentioned in section
3.1, the limiting case as N → ∞ with ”stop at first failure” would be as in equation
3.17.

kS top at First =

N
X

P{TCi }

(3.16)

(p + (N − i)δ)

(3.17)

i=1

kS top at First =

N
X
i=1

equation 3.18 presents the sum of probabilities
kS top at First =

N 2δ
+ N(p − δ/2)
2

(3.18)

Similarly the k normalization constant for the ”complete test run” technique would be
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as in equation 3.19
kComplete Run =

N
X

(P + i∆)

(3.19)

i=1

with certain derivations, equation 3.20 would give a representation for k.
kComplete Run =

N 2∆
+ N(P + ∆/2)
2

(3.20)

when we consider the ratio of both k values and apply the limit
lim

N→∞

kS top at First
N 2 δ/2 + N(p − δ/2)
= lim 2
N→∞ N ∆/2 + N(P + ∆/2)
kComplete Run

(3.21)

one can easily show that the limit in equation 3.21 would converge to 1 for ∆ = δ.
The effect of k parameters as N → ∞ is negligible under the context of a comparison
employing average asymptotic time complexity analysis. This is due to factor that δ
and ∆ values would be comparable with cancelling effect of good and bad interventions applied to the code on an average case.
As seen in Figure 3.7, the number of test epochs observed do not reach to N 3 boundary. This is in compliance with preceding constants ∆ and δ of O(N 3 ) asymptotic
derivations, since 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1. Both curves are below N 3 . Let δ ' ∆
and the difference of the curves from simulation results are representative of the fact
p and P values are small. These are the leading coefficients of O(N 2 ) terms from
derivations. N did not approach to ∞, the k parameters effect yet may be favoring
stop at failure technique as well. For p and P values, there is a case where p = 0.1,
the P ' 0.0951626 value would be calculated from Eq. 3.10 watching the proper sign
for pTC . These values are close to those values used with Monte Carlo Simulation.
In a situation, where p ' P and δ ' ∆ the leading terms in equations Eq. 3.14 and
Eq. 3.5 are needed to be considered. The leading constants for N 3 terms, with stop at
first failure δ/6 compared to ∆/3 for complete run, are in favor of stop at first failure
implying lower test duration. The leading constants of N 2 terms are p/2 for stop at
first failure and (∆ + P)/2 for complete run, in favor of the stop at first failure as well.
Further, the effect of k can be going up to the order O(N 2 ). For values of δ or ∆ like
1/N 2 , k parameter can be on the order of O(pN). For subcases where p is comparable
to 1/N as well, the effect of k would be constant.
The asymptotic analysis approach serves as a good indicator for test suites with high
count of Test Cases N. As the value of N is small, consideration of k with above
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concerns and with values effective, each derived average time asymptotic expression,
when compared to the respective results obtained by Monte Carlo simulation, are proportionate to the test durations. They would give means for comparison as a generality
about this highly statistical situation. 3σ regions overlapping are indicative of very
specific situations where one or other is true, and asymptotic analysis of Big-Oh notation gives possibility for either of the test durations to be zero (0) or N 3 interchangeably. Derived equations are formulas indicating asymptotic bounds for the statistical
average case test durations enabling a comparison on this respect.
Over all, according selection of Test Conduct techniques can provide a further improvement on top of the benefits from fine methods of identifying the test cases, prioritization and ensuring appropriate coverage. Using ”Stop at First Failure” technique
more frequently, however time to time doing ”Complete Test Runs” would also benefit
in the sense of reduced uncertainty for planning and bug fixing.
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CHAPTER 4

TEST APPLICATION

In this chapter, the findings from the comparison study available in Chapter 3 is applied to a real-life condition. This is a specific industrial data communication scenario
for an oil rig control application. The study content was identified before hand as part
of a running project.

4.1

AN OIL RIG ENVIRONMENT MODEL

Figure 4.1 Relevant Components of an Oil Rig
The oil rigs have variety of hardware and software components that exchange infor43

mation. The types of information they share include extremely poisonous gas levels
found in the mud, fuel levels of the generators, number of the functional drivers or
similar. Figure 4.1 represents some of the oil rig components that Open Platform
Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA) could find usage area.
Draw-works is the component that incorporates huge electric lines, engine. It has duty
of moving the line drawn from the pipes to the electric engines. Main work is done
with this component. This line carries whole weight of the array of pipes used for
drilling. The line also firmly holds the rotational motion generating machine called
top drive in most of the cases. In support of the operations Mud and Water Pumps are
used. These are used for excavations of drilling residues, debris, cleanup of the rotary
tables or similar functions. While drilling, some gases stuck in the earth are relayed
to surface by the drilling mud filling the cavities. This mud is circulated to keep it
fresh, when recycled it emits these poisonous gases on the surface causing dangers to
humans. Geological team continuously surveys the mud for gas levels or some traces
of the precious ore resources. For their records ”drilling depth” type data becomes
very important.
Generators, power house and power supply equipment consist of more than a single
cabinet. Their conduct is generally involving extreme high voltages. Equipments
within this block includes generation of electric for heavy duty engines. This energy is
relayed to the electric components performing the tasks required for drilling. Voltage
levels of 480VAC and 600 VDC are possible, at certain points conversions between
them takes place.
Tool pushers office and Company Man Office are the quarters from where depots,
tools and personnel is sustained. Tool-pusher or a foreman is like a site manager who
is responsible for well being of the rig personnel and equipment. The company man
is the responsible person for overseeing the operations conduct, drilling, and similar.
Company man slightly oversees the foreman as well.
The Drill cabinet/Operator Cabinet or Dog House is where the draw-works, mudpumps, generators, top drive and many other tools are actually operated by the drilling
operator. The supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) activities are essential part of this cabinet. Because the operator is in this cabinet, monitoring, using every
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tool relevant to the drilling, it is the heart of the SCADA operations. Almost every
data is sent to the operator console in the control cabinet. That is why the hardware
simulation mimics this cabinet. Figure 4.2 illustrates that joystick, top drive, depth of
drilling data and similar need to be available in the cabinet for usage of the operator.
Also operators directives as response should be delivered in spatial retrograde. Each
of these data is accounted with a variable or a node as referred in OPC UA standard.
Therefore multiple variables are created. These are modeled as counters. By keeping
them continuously increasing, the most intense operating scenarios are represented.
This situation would be a point in operation everything is active.

Figure 4.2 Control Cabinet Simulation Model

4.2

THE OPC UA TEST-BED

The test-bed includes mimicking the operator interface. For this purpose, one client
and one server computer is connected through 100 Mbps LAN of the university. The
server is the relatively low capacity Intel, 1.4 Ghz Single Celeron Processor, 2 GB
Ram, Windows 7 Embedded Real Time Operating system, passive cooled ”Embedded
PC”. A COTS windows based OPC UA server runs on this platform. It communicates
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through the ethernet ports. In the test-bed, there is also a ”Desktop Computer”. This
hosts the Prosys OPC UA client software. It has as hardware Intel i7 with 4 cores,
3.4GHz clock rated processor with 16GB RAM. It is running a windows 10 desktop
OS. This computer also maintains the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) code.
The code is loaded to the Embedded PC run-time automatically everytime program
is run. The PLC code defines the variables to be observed. Furthermore, a limited
licensed MATLAB Simulink Target is employed to convert Simulink block to actively
functioning PLC code.

Figure 4.3 The Experimental Software Setup

The software infrastructure presented in Figure 4.3 consists of COTS lightweight
components. The most of the processing and storage intensive human machine interfaces (HMI) for code development resides on the win 10 client side. When code
is needed for running it is compiled and the final runnable is transferred to the Embedded PC run-time. This saves significant effort and time for programming over the
interface.
It is also possible to monitor the working flow of the PLC code variables from Desktop. This certainly brings extra loads to the Network, Memory and CPU. This capability can be turned on or off. ”Logged-in” and ”logged-out” activity is how they are
named with respective ordering.
As the operation starts regardless of ”logged in” or not, the PLC run-time starts sharing information with the COTS OPC UA server on Embedded PC. The client on win
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10 desktop then reaches and connects to the server over the LAN. By increasing the
number of variables from the set {12, 52, 102, 152} the CPU and Memory are overloaded for experimentations. To test the effect of the Embedded PC hardware by
changing the server to a very powerful Intel i9 with 8 cores platform at 2.9GHz clock
rate, with 32 GB RAM with 64 bit win 10 home OS and an Intel i5 with 4 cores
platform at 3.1GHz clock rate with 8GB ram as well.
Software security of the Embedded PC is considered by enabling antivirus programs
during the conduct of the experiments. The OPC UA services are also prioritized
in the Embedded PC OS. Furthermore, fans to actively cool the device to simulate
cooled cabinets of a rig doghouse environment. Prosys OPC UA client was modified
to support the human machine interfaces needed for the monitoring activities. For
conduct of the experiments automatically, SikuliX HMI testing SW is programmed to
perform the user’s actions in a sequence.
In the study over the chapter, industrial processes data exchanges performed based on
OPC UA are considered. This standard is maintained by International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) under number 62541. Tools based on it, running on low cost
Embedded PCs are getting more widely deployed. Industrial Communications, Automation, Internet of Things (IoT), Machine to Machine (M2M), Industrie 4.0 applications are few known research areas this standard is bringing new possibilities. Time
to time, these industrial applications become safety critical since there may be people
involved during their operations. It is also quite possible for an human to be in harms
way or they can be at a position for being susceptible to any injury. For any system, as
well as Industrial Automation Systems, failure records, measurements/predictions are
very useful and essential. They could bring in important insights for how to operate
the systems most efficiently in safety sense. This sense is directly related to the success of an action on those devices. The need for some indicators about expectations
on success of activities can be addressed by these statistics. Wear, fatigue, memory
fullness, time where resets should take place can be identified based on these statistics
as well.
The performance of a tool can affect the functioning and the successful conduct of
an operation. In the literature, there are numerous works addressing this issue. The
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latencies, the CPU and bandwidth utilizations like performance metrics are widely
considered [33]. The investigation of the reliability figures or the failure intervals are
among the rare studies. Therefore, the embedded system will be investigated with this
perspective. This tool is used for presenting the monitored data of an oil rig control
application. It is observed for the failure periods and MTBF figures derived from the
observations on it.
To achieve this goal, a local area networked environment resembling to that of an oil
rig has been used. The Setup employs a commercial off the shelf (COTS) Embedded
PC. There is in addition a COTS OPC UA server running on this computer. Another
desktop computer carrying an OPC UA client connects to this PC. The Client code is
modified for the Human Machine Interface necessities of the oil rig application. The
historic reads are a batch of information accumulated by the past values of data stored
on the server. Single Read or Write activity is observed to be more resilient than the
Historic Read Access.
Industrial Automation, Internet of Things (IoT), and Machine to Machine (M2M)
applications require special purpose electronic machinery to collaborate and communicate with each other. They need such collaboration in order to complete complicated
tasks, such as car production or oil rig operations. The success of these applications
relies on Embedded PCs. These once programmed perform their tasks till instructed
otherwise or a failure taking place. For the conduct of the tasks, they need to relay
information taken from edges of network to humans or other machines. Also vice
versa, the response commands would be relayed back. The temperature readings, inhalable toxic gas, voltage or current levels and response commands are examples of
such exchanged data.
At certain applications the timeliness of the data on the fly is more critical. For this
instance modern oil rigs employ high speed LAN infrastructures. OPC UA IEC62541
framework provides the necessary standard interfaces for communication taking place
over the LAN. With this availability in mind, the reliability of the tools needs to be
considered in methodical manner.
In the literature it is reported that the multicast improvements bring benefits over the
point to point communications where multiple clients are demanding data. Emphasis
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that CPU is the performance bottleneck should be taken as the computer hardware
resources are the bottleneck rather than depleting memories[33]. It is also mentioned
that the encryption comes at a cost for CPU load yet benefitting for prevention of
simple attacks. The commonality of TCP prevails by being the benchmark all other
transport protocols are compared to. How often the data updates are made could
impact the round trip times (RTT) if they are well distanced for the carrying high load
per packet. Also frequent updates could overload the network [34].
Some studies mentioning usage of strictly definite network conditions and usage of
more deterministic Real Time operating systems. However, for regulatory concerns
they are identified to be introducing delays. So tasks would be regular, processes are
kept till the clock tick. For realtime control tasks the RTT within controlled environments are kept well within a millisecond, however their performance is very dependent on latencies in the network[36]. Delays could have an average possibly same in
all conditions, however at a certain instances all communications could be blocked by
an unfriendly traffic. In case, If a blockage occurs, the postponement would be until
next cycle. The delays are reported to be on the same order for encoding, decoding
and traversing the network in case no additional delays introduced over network. The
C codes are the fastest running ones. The OPC UA implementation based on C99
structured C language found to be faster than that of the C++ and python script based
ones [35].
It is also identified that denser queries even if they can traverse network right in time
may not be increasing the number of responses. Since the CPU powers are always
limited there is an upper bound for amount every machine can respond to queries
[45]. The Denial of Service Attacks remains a likely scenario for all Unix, Linux, and
Windows operating systems [43]. OPC UA is a standard yet finding more definitions
as time progresses [42], [39], [38], [51], [41].
The studies in this work will consider mean time between failures (MTBF) for OPC
UA communications for verifications and validation of the system using results in
previous chapter. To grasp the longevity of a communication and survey activity
following issues are considered: What could be an MTBF figure if Historic Data
Access (HDA) is queried occasionally, how it compares to simple data transfers? This
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would give idea about how long the activity can go on. Attempts to observe MTBF
figure will shed light on the failure points enabling corrections for them. Furthermore,
the underlying statistical distributions over the failure incidents are considered as well.

4.3

METHODOLOGY & IMPLEMENTATION

4.3.1

Development of Test Objective

The research is about identifying if an OPC UA suite running, with a served data from
an embedded PC to a client on, a desktop, in a baseline form be suitable to support oil
rig operations. For this purpose following ones are the research questions aimed to be
answered in the study.
Q1) How reliable would the OPC UA suite be after modifications without the fuss of
the oil rig?
Q2) What is the effect of Hardware strength? Can it be measured in a reliability
metric?
Q3) Is the samples collected for MTBF parameter are independent and identically
distributed? Does it posses iid property so that no issues with the observation exists?
Q4) Can a classical known random variable be associated to the collected MTBF
observation series?
Q5) Is the MTBF figures of Simple Data Access is better than Historic data access?
Which should be used?
Q6) Can MTBF based technique be used to identify issues/failures during a software
development?

4.3.2

Input Data Analysis

As explained above, the suitability of the Embedded PC is analysed in terms of the
reliability. The experimental approach is used by employing the OPC UA testbed.
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Time from system reset till a defect is measured as inter-failure duration. Then these
observations are recorded into series. The statistical tests are applied over these. Some
of the known examples of such are Kolmogorov Smirnov and Anderson Darling tests.
Their results help to identify the underlying statistical distributions. To check whether
independent identical distributed (iid) property exists in the series, the Correlation
calculations and the Scatter Plots were used. At this point, it is possible to model
failure behavior with a classical distribution. This gives more insight about character
of the system. Therefore, the reliability of the system is modeled with the exponential
distribution by employing the MTBF results.

4.3.3

Model Development

The usability of an Embedded PC and the software components running on it were
tested.

4.3.3.1

Variables

Independent Variables

There are total of four (4) independent variables in this

study. They are altered to observe their effects on the dependent variables. First
one is the ”number of variables in the software”. These variables/nodes defined in
software are modeled as simple counters. They are increased to see the effect of
this independent variable. The second one is the ”Query Period” that identifies how
dense the queries are made. Up to this moment the independent variables identified
how often and how much information is queried. The third independent variable
is the ”time duration of operations”. This is mostly the x-axis considered in the
reliability figures modeled with exponential distribution that employ MTBF estimates.
Depending on time how the reliability is affected is observed over this one. Fourth
independent variable is ”the classical statistical distribution” altered to test the fit of
the distribution to the observed data series. Observations on the impact of changes
answer the possible reliability figures in various conditions.
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Dependent Variables

There are total of six (6) dependent variables. First one is

the ”Read Counts” or in some experiments ”write counts”. This is the fundamental
reliability as measure of time spacing between failures in the study. It is the repetition
amount of how many times a read or a write activity could be performed. Second one
is the ”Average and Maximum CPU utilizations”. This is an indicator of the CPU
burden with regard to the load altered by increasing an independent variable. Third
one is the ”percentage of committed memory space”. This represents the occupied
percentage of the memory with regard to the load. Fourth is the ”Duration of Observed Reads”. This is actually same as the read counts. Only difference is the read
count is multiplied by the query period that is relevant and expressed with respect to
time scales. Fifth is the ”reliability”. This is the measure of the chances that system
will work with regard to the time instance of the experiment. Sixth is the ”significance
level” that is the result of the goodness of fit tests. This significance level represents
a confidence that the null hypothesis can not be rejected. In the context of this thesis
that is, whether it can be denied that the samples are as coming from the samples of a
random number generator working per a distribution.

Extraneous Variables

An extraneous variable is a threat to the consistency of re-

sults. Here it is the LAN utilizations. Since OPC UA is online tool, various connection
capacities are possible. In the study available 100Mbps LAN capacity is used for the
experiments. Which is less than the oil rigs which have gigabit optically connected
LANs. Even though there are various connected tools 100Mbps capability would be
available in an rig environment. Because only communications are solely numeric
data. In this case whether generous resources could be simulated is a question need
to be addressed. Where as connection most of the times do not even reach megabits
levels during the experimentations. In order to account for the capacity of the Optic
Gigabit LAN in the Rig environments crowded hours of the LAB is avoided. The
communicating computers are connected near each other. Trying to use same subnets
therefore benefiting from the modern spanning tree algorithms. During observations,
when ever heavy traffic existed in the LAN, data collection is postponed. The monitoring is easily possible with the Win 10 Task Manager.
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4.3.3.2

Sample Characteristics

At first the read counts observed were on the lower side. It is observed that since the
computer is passively cooled one, the CPU is more susceptible to the room temperatures. Oil Rigs have air conditioned, high volume air jets used for cooling. This was
modeled by employment of two fans. One blows into the computer and other one
sucks out the air. Room is around 22 to 24 Celsius degrees.
The CPU utilizations caused by load is irrelevant to the heat of the CPU. However,
high utilization can cause heating in CPU. Interruptions may be possible in this phase.
All Read counts and reliability observations were made under the cooled environment.
It is occasional that on the days room temperatures were lower, higher inter-failure
times were observed. Since methodological observations were not made in this issue, it remains a curiously waited future work. However, a simple Read duration
observation was made without the coolings. Even higher values would be possible
if cooled. Outcome was beyond expectations with 2 available variables. The publish
interval during this experimentation was 10 ms. This value is slightly higher than that
of the 5 to 7 ms update duration of the variables. This specific update cycle time duration observations were made from HMI that need to traverse the network in ”logged
in” mode. This duration was not relevant to the course of the research therefore not
methodologically investigated. However, most of this time period is possibly due to
overheads and durations.

4.3.3.3

Simulation Model

The control application is developed by PLC code. This process is done offline. When
it is going to be run, the code is called in the Embedded PC runtime. The PLC
implementation is performed by a limited licensed MATLAB Simulink PLC Target
and Structured text. A real-time test-bed used which consists of a COTS OPC UA
Server on Embedded PC and an COTS but modified OPC UA Client on a desktop
computer. The connection is made by the LAN infrastructure available.
For safe and successful operation of the oil rig, the software and hardware should
function without any failure. The number of variables/nodes is an important parameter
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determining the amount of the CPU consumption. By varying it, the CPU utilization,
memory utilization and reliability are studied. The number of consecutive read/write
experiments until the first failure from system reset is recorded for analysis. The mean
of these represents the MTBF figure. This parameter is the fundamental parameter
used for analysis and the reliability estimates. Therefore, the collected data series is
important.
For example, in a group of samples, there can be too many similar results. Then in the
later indices no relevant outcomes to these can be the case. There may be some issues
that are unlikely to take place again or simply a mistake. The representativeness of the
observation for a statistical outcome may not be valid then. On top of it, If a random
variable can be associated with the series, the outcome of the future experiments can
be predicted statistically. For this purpose, the studies trying to observe iid property
and an underlying statistical distribution are conducted.
In the OPC UA server infrastructure beside being able to subscribe to simple variables updates, there is a capability that allows for fetching the past values of them.
This is called historic data access (HDA). These have lower MTBF figures than the
single data updates. The OPC UA client was modified in order to provide an HMI.
This makes the MTBF observations more important for the safety concern created by
the modifications. The number of maintained variables are increased as previously
mentioned. However, the client side subscribes to two (2) variables. One of them
is queried for historic data. Also the simple read update operation is performed on
this same variable. This architecture allows for being able to monitor loads inside the
Embedded PC revealing qualities and character associated with its own operations.

4.4

Results

It is possible to obtain data from the server with two (2) different methods as previously explained. The subscription based simple read and historic data access methods. In the subscription based technique, a variable in the server side needs to be
”subscribed” by the client that will monitor the updates. After the process, at user
defined publish intervals, a new update message is sent whenever a change occurs.
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Unless otherwise specified, this parameter is 10 milliseconds. It is also possible to
configure the OPC UA server to keep ”data past” of a variable in a hard disk location.
This method is called Historic Data Access. A group of information is transferred that
includes past data. Regarding to this techniques, there are two (2) main parameters
that need adjustment. These are sampling period and queue length. The sampling
period defines how often the data updates are stored. On the other hand, the queue
length defines the maximum buffer size for storing historic data. We can visualize
these parameters throughout the Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 The Virtual Queue Structure

To redefine the fundamental concepts, the followings are considered: First of all, the
success duration after a functional reset, the number of successful read operations
are recorded and referred to as the read counts. This is the fundamental parameter
used for the MTBF figure. Various observations on the CPU Utilizations, the memory
levels with regard to the increasing number of historic data variables are performed.
The subscription method read counts have also been provided. These experiments are
based on the 10 ms publish interval, which is close to the worst-case scenario. Later,
the historic access observations are investigated for their iid property and the underlying stochastic distributions. Finally, various read counts are used for the Reliability
Curve Predictions.
The observations from various experimentations are listed in following sections.
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4.4.1

CPU Utilization for Historic Data Access Reads

In a single core embedded PC, the CPU utilization resources can be a critical issue.
First of all, if the CPU is mostly utilized by a monitoring process then the actual
industrial supervision and control activities can be interrupted. Even though multicore
chips could ease this effect, increase in monitored items could cause certain issues.
Not only the CPU but hardware resources like buses articulating data within the PC,
or to the harddisk can be critical. These may create activity hazards.
History read activities are employed for monitoring progressing processes. As an example, the geological survey team would monitor drilling depth, or company man
would like to review the progress phases of drilling activity. It is likely for any computer HMI to have pause or freeze up periods. This period would inflict a natural
response of re-clicks. Certain number of clicks, if consumes significant CPU loads,
can cause a freeze up in control algorithm of draw works operations. The CPU utilizations are also among the one of the most widely used performance metrics. For this
purpose, the results for the repeated manner read attempts are reported in the section.
During the experiments history data is kept for the active variables. At every sample
period the data is observed, and this value is recorded into the harddisk of the Embedded PC. The sampling period is 250 ms and queue length is 100K. This allows
extended duration of historic data to be kept. 7.5 minutes worth of data is queried
from the storage every 10 seconds. This duration barely allows the transfer and display operation to be completed.
The number of variables observed in OPC UA Server is changed from 12 to 152.
Each one consists of 32 bits. The amount of storage space required is about 4864
bits equivalent to 608 bytes for 152 variables. Considering 1 ms updates for each
variable, there are 152,000 operations per second, which is equivalent to 152 K CPU
cycle every second. On a PC with 1.4 GHz clock rate and 2 GB ram capability, these
values are on smaller load scale. The Operating System activities typically take higher
portion of CPU and memory resources. In addition when considering the processes
to maintain, present, keep, transmit and store the data, the historic access activities
might use more computational power than the anticipated amount. The 152000×32 '
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4864000 bits every second should pass all these listed stages, and kept back and forth
for processes in the caches and memories. Drawback of a Celeron processor is that
it has very limited cache amount. This data is around 4.9 Megabytes. If 10 stages
are needed for all operations and this all data were kept in memory than the amount
would be 49 Megabytes.
As the number of variables approaches 150, the 1.4 GHz Celeron Embedded PC
presents effects. Examples include phenomenons like mouse pointer not moving
smoothly and fluently. The measurements incorporate observations on the OPC UA
Server impacts on the CPU utilizations. The steady-state activity of the server is
aimed to be captured. The averages and maximum CPU utilizations are taken over a
120-second period. The historic access read attempts are conducted with a 10 second
query periods. These experiments are repeated five (5) times for statistical accuracy.
All data is presented with 90% confidence intervals marking the uncertainty on them.
The x-axis in the figures represents the number of variables for the experiment conducts, representing the load. The y-axis represents the CPU utilization that is taking
place with respect to that load.

Figure 4.5 Average Utilization, both logged in and out

In Figure 4.5, average CPU utilization is presented. ”Logged in activity” here, resides slightly higher over ”logged out activity”. Red and blue lines respectively. As
the amount of variables increases the CPU utilization figures for the high number of
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variables approach each other. The burden created by historic data access is low considering the resources of the Embedded PC. The utilization figures reflect the load
increases. All of the average utilization measurements are within the 3% margin between minimum and maximum. For averages maximum is not surpassing the 11.5%
utilization.
Around 20 to 40 variables region, their performance is oscillatory and not easy to
predict. The confidence intervals are tight as shown in the figure. The oscillations are
similar for both logged in and out activities. This could be due to algorithmic boundaries or operating-system activities. The fall off around 150 variables also is indicative
of lack of wide register resources of the Celeron processor. There is a chance that due
occasional demands for service slots, the CPU can not entertain significant portion of
them. As a result of non-admitted task requests, they would go back to the Random
Access Memories (RAM). The access to the RAM, by the design, is in a random manner. There is a chance that readmission takes random durations. This can reduce the
number of admitted tasks to CPU, some missing their timeslots. The Celeron CPU
is known to have oscillatory performance in the literature as well. There is a chance
that the tasks not served on time but had to wait or were dropped in Random Access
Memory (RAM) in a random manner.

Figure 4.6 Maximum Utilization, both logged in and out

The maximum CPU utilization observations are given in Figure 4.6. The red line
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is the ”logged in” and the blue is the ”logged out” activity. As celeron processor
performance oscillates, the data oscillates too in early stages. Blue line starts high
around 99% utilizations drops again, whereas red one reaches maximum value around
30 variables and stays above all over the 97% not reaching to 100%. This is due
to the Celeron returning dense job demands, and they are returning back to RAM.
Therefore, they come back at a random instance not being able to totally populate
the CPU. The maximum utilization reaches to 100% levels when the number of the
variables is around 50. This indicates the point where continuous operation of the
CPU is needed. ”Logged in” maximum utilization does not reach ”100%” level. They
are lower than ”logged out” ones, however higher on the average values as seen in the
previous figure. Both sketch of maximum utilizations are within 3% margin of the
100%. Therefore, it may be reasonable to assume for all amounts of variables, it is
reached to the maximum levels.

Figure 4.7 Effect of Increasing variables count memory utilization

For memory level observations, the query period is 15 seconds due client HMI delays.
These delays were increasing effective query period slightly beyond this level. Rather
than exact values the shape of the curves and relative values with respect to each
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other are of concern during analysis of the Figure 4.7. A closely related situation
is investigated if not an statistically similar situation is the case. The experiment
data comes from an independent repeat experiment. Which reaffirms and improves
confidence on the observations. It is visible that curves connect to utilization figures
as well. In average utilization figures as 152 variable load on Embedded PC was not
able to cause higher amount CPU utilizations, the levels were lower for both logged
in and out observations. Also with the maximum utilizations, logged out activity was
utilizing CPU more, reaching 100% levels. To avoid oscillatory region in the earlier
lower amounts of variables, just a single observation point exists at 12 variable. Next
observation point is at 52 amount of variables, then 102 and finally 152. The levels for
both logged in and out activity can be seen in Figure 4.7. The red line with cross points
are the ”Logged out” activity. Where as the blue line with filled circles represents
”logged in” activity. These figures are serving the purpose of illustrating possible
CPU and memory conditions. However, they quite naturally reflect the cacheless
architecture of the Celeron processors. During conduct of the operation maximum
utilization condition effect the job requests that need to return to the RAM. Here in
utilizations figures ”logged out” case fills the CPU better. However, the ”logged in”
case since with more jobs demands find more of the tasks denied by the CPU, not
totally utilizing the CPU. As a consequence the memory need for logged out activity
is higher as well. However logged in functionality require lesser amount of memory
with lesser CPU utilized. It is observed that between 12 to 52 number of variables as
load both memory requirements for logged in and out activity is closer. But as load
increases, denied tasks amount increase as observed from figure indicate a widening
gap in memory requirements. This is in contrast to the approaching average utilization
figures with increasing load.

4.4.2

Effect of Query period on reliability

By setting the number of variables to a constant value of 52, the effect of query period
on read counts is experimented as shown in Figure 4.8. This is a first from a series
of reliability experimentations. This figure reflects the observed read count data with
regard to increasing querying periods. The red asterisk ’*’ pointed, dashed line data
reflects the observations. The thick circle pointed dotted blue lines reflect the 90%
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confidence intervals. It can be seen from the figure that there is a plateau that is
observed to be stationary on level of values. This plateau indicates the queries are
if taken place between 10 and 20 seconds, they would achieve similar results with
a marginal difference. This would capture most of the characteristic of the device
under investigation. Therefore, for being able to conduct healthier testing without
lengthening the effective query period too much, the query period is set to the 15
seconds.

Figure 4.8 Effect of Query period on durability in mean number of reads
The question that can be of concern here is: ”Would choice of query period reflect the
worst case scenario?”. For answering this question, ”the time reflection” for observations must be addressed. In Figure 4.8, there is a steep fall following the 20 seconds.
Queries are lasting on average around 20 to 40 attempts. This may look like the values
are decreasing as query period is increasing. This may look a contradictory outcome.
However, it must be considered that these outcomes are meaningful with their time
durations. For this purpose, the observed mean read count C is multiplied with the
query period ∆t . The results C × ∆t is presented in Figure 4.9. From this figure, it is
observed that the read durations are oscillatory at first stages. Later on, after taking a
dive at 40 seconds query period, it continuously increases. This results indicates the
worst case is around the 10 seconds query period. However, as the Figure 4.8 indicates the region between 10 and 20 seconds are almost equivalent. The difference in
the Figure 4.9 is with regard to the multiple named as ∆t . The choice of 15 seconds is
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reflective of the worst case. This value would be more close to a realistic figure, since
the efficient average query period would be lot more than it. However, since there is
a local maxima peak at 20 seconds query period in the Figure 4.9, a lesser value 15
seconds was chosen which is close to the effective worst-case condition.

Figure 4.9 Effect of Query period on durability in time

4.4.3

Effect of Number of Variables on Read Counts

Figure 4.10 Effect of Increasing variables count on reliability
This section includes the experimentations about the effects of the load on the Em62

bedded PC. The Figure 4.10 shows the history read counts with respect to the increasing number of variables. The mean of history read counts increases as the number
of variables changes from 12 to 152. This can be due to the factor that there is an
OPC Data Access (DA) server that links OPC UA to previously available data access
mechanisms as a mediatory source. The results of temporary increments regarding
the increasing load are available in the literature. If figure is further considered, beside the visible trend, the standard deviations and confidence interval are available.
The cross pointed blue solid line represents the mean of the read counts at 12, 52,
102, and 152 variables. The dot and dash line with round circles as points are the
confidence intervals. The doted black lines with solid asteriks dots as points are the
standard deviation margins. The mean time between failure can be increasing with
respect to the load increment but the uncertainties and deviations figures are generally
widening. This is due to the fact, the mean becomes higher but it becomes harder
to restart experimentation due to previously mentioned hardships around high load
conditions in form of non-smoothly moving mouse cursors, making it harder to reset
and start system for getting going. The standard deviation σ and confidence interval
boundaries keep widening indicating the highest uncertainty at 152 variables. This
result is intuitive due to the modest embedded computing resources.
Another set of experiments by moving the OPC UA server to a stronger hardware
while keeping the Prosys client on the same desktop is performed. The new server
is a 64 bit Win10 OS working on i9 Intel platform. It is observed that the stronger
hardware provides 2732 successful history reads until its termination while Embedded PC provides lower than 500 read counts for all experiments in the figure. Also
an i5 platform was considered. With all conditions same, the i5 computer with a SSD
hard drive and a win7 operating system was considered. The results were 86, 80, 7,
58, 78, 47, 41, 173, 29, 88, and 102 reads. This series has a mean value µ as 71.7273.
The standard deviation σ as 44.1681. It is indicative that most of the outcomes under
the circumstances would be low. This also means a 1.4GHz Celeron can outperform
the i5 3.1GHz system with the strength of CFAST drives and other hardwares. However, SSD and CFAST have similar bus speeds. They are both based on Serial ATA
technologies. The difference can be due to how the hardware is built up. Because special built Embedded PC, have shorter distances, better heat sink abilities. Where as
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i5 is a desktop half tower computer. This one has a huge motherboard. The distances
that needed to be traversed are lot longer. Therefore power needs and heating with
regard to this power usage is more with less heat sinks on i5 motherboard around the
data access to Ethernet and Harddisks. i5 was not able to cope with the custom built
structure of the Embedded PC. To identify, if there is a setup of parameters that works
better with i5, the queue length is reduced to 1,000 samples with still four samples a
second. This constitutes 4.16 minutes of data stored in the harddisk. The query period
remains 7.5 minutes. Therefore, more than 3 minutes of query response data is lacking in every interaction. Under this circumstances 10003, 2422, 2918 and 11277 read
counts were observed. These observations comfortably took more than one day in
highest cases approaching two days margins. The lesser conditions around two thousand figures were recorded in the case of an weather thunderstorm possibly caused
network blackout over night. As a result, there is confidence built on the success of
the modifications made to the Prosys Client. The results relating to the Embedded PC
residing under 100K Queue length scenarios are better than an i5 but would be lesser
than that of a brand new i9 laptop with huge cooling abilities in sense of reliabilities.
The best results observed on the i5 are yet much more promising on the other hand
indicative of a working client software.

4.4.4

Observed Data Series and Candidate Classical Statistical Distributions

In the Figure 4.11, it can be observed together three sorted, in other words, ordered series. First of these is the observed samples from the MTBF measurement experiments.
Next is a pseudo randomly generated series according to an exponential distribution.
Also an average series obtained over generated 10000 pseudo-random exponential
series is available in the figure. The green circle pointed line is the sample exponential series. The blue crossed pointed lines are the average obtained exponential
series. The red asterisk pointed lines are the observation series consisting of 19 sample points. This data are collected in a disciplined methodology and at a pre-identified
best possible working conditions for Embedded PC. Therefore, no premature starts
were observed. Once again from the figure, considering the early values of the observation series, the lowest values do not reach to zero (0) level. However, exponential
series are starting from zero. This gap in the observations is due the experimentation
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Figure 4.11 Sorted observation sequence in increasing sample values, besides a sorted
example generated pseudo-random exponential series and average exponential generated random numbers
involving a window of data being transferred. As time progresses, this time window
shifts ahead in time as well. It is possible to notice the failures, as a reduction in size
of this window. However, for observing if issues arises or not, till the window remains
empty test was continued. Yet as well, the best working conditions were identified.
The experiment was conducted in these circumstances. This also brings a threshold
for the results. An exponential random series could take shape resembling to the
observations. It will be investigated, whether this could have been the case in the following sections. A series of experiments will be conducted targeting to identify best
fitting distribution. For practical usage of random variables, for capturing most of the
characteristics, some stochastic distributions resemble to each other in representing
the probabilities with some certain error.

4.4.5

Quantile Quantile Plots Regarding Candidate Classical Statistical Distributions and MTBF observations

For this instance, the mean µ = 304.0526 and the standard deviation σ = 197.4078
values are obtained from the MTBF series. Series, which elements are coming from
the samples of Exponential, Poisson and Normal random variables with obtained
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Figure 4.12 The quantile to quantile plots between observed MTBF series and Exponential, Poisson, Normal, Stable distributions generated series
mean and standard deviation are generated. The Stable distribution as described in
the Matlab help files is good for modeling skewness and heavy tail. The QQplots are
available in Figure 4.12. In these plots x-axis corresponds to the samples of the observed experimental results. The y-axis corresponds to the quantiles of distribution series generated with pseudo random number generator. Figure is drawn as (x,y) ordered
pairs, x-coordinates obtained from quantiles of MTBF series from observations and
y-coordinates are from the quantiles of generated distribution series. Here, the parameters for the Stable distribution is α = 1.02024, β = 1.0, δ = 72.4507, γ = 190.45.
The stable distribution characteristic equation is as defined in Equation 4.1. Others
are classical known distributions. The characteristic equation is the Fourier Transform
of the probability density function.

(
E(e ) =
itX

exp(−γα |t|α [1 + iβsign(t)tan πα
((γ|t|)1−α − 1) + iδ0 t]
2
exp(−γ|t|[1 +

iβsign(t) π2 ln(γ|t|)]

+ iδ0 t)

∀α , 1,
f or α = 1

(4.1)

Reconsidering the QQplots from Figure 4.12 , it is seen that on the first quantiles
Exponential variable compares to the observed MTBF series with a shift. On the tail
samples the Exponential is little off the line. This is a match with a shift. The Poisson
is almost on a flat line, since as well interarrival times for a Poisson Counting pro66

cess is actually Exponentially distributed. The Poisson is a probability on a certain
number of arrivals that would take place within a time frame. With the Normal Distribution early comparisons are not in line, but the middle quantiles are presenting good
matches. Higher quantiles on the tail are more matching with respect to others. Stable
distribution is obtained from MATLAB Distribution Fitter application. It is crafted
for the specific distribution. However, on the tail samples it is visible that there are
non-matching quantiles.

4.4.6

Scatter Plot Regarding MTBF observations

Figure 4.13 The scatter plot regarding the MTBF observation series
Here in the Figure 4.13, it is visible that there are not too evident patterns. Most of
the figure is scattered. This figure is obtained by shifting a series and drawing the plot
in (x,y) manner. So x − axis is the x[n] vector. The y − axis is the x[n + 1]. Therefore
plot is presenting number of coordinates (x[n], x[n + 1]). There are no obviously
evident patterns. However, a minor grouping of 4 or 5 samples presenting a slight
pattern between 200 to 300 makes itself only felt. This can be due to the fact when
the number of variables is 12, the standard deviations of the results are narrow during
observations. As a result of scatter graph it is possible to say that the observed data is
Independent Identically Distributed (IID).
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4.4.7

Autocorellation Results Regarding MTBF observations

Figure 4.14 The autocorrelation plot regarding the MTBF observation series
As observed from the Figure 4.14, the autocorrelation immediately falls significantly
with the first lag. Yet, there is a dominant gap, the autocorrelation series slowly fades.
There are oscillations. This is an indicator that IID property is strong. Since identical,
each lag still resembles each other. However, slight decreasing structure can be again
due to the standard deviation observed with the observations. The correlation tool
in MATLAB considers a circular structure by default. This outcome indicates it is
reasonable to model the MTBF series for future predictions under the assumption of
IID property. This property is indicative that an outcome that is equally random is
possible, whenever an experiment is conducted.

4.4.8

Reading Data with Client / Server - Subscription /Publishment

Up to this point, the Historic Data Access reads were considered. In the subscription
based method, a variable in the server side needs to be ”subscribed” by the client for
monitoring its updated values. Once a variable is subscribed, it is read at a regular
interval called publish interval which is determined by the client every time a subscription is made. For experiments in this section, Publish Interval is set to 10 ms.
The number of data read and write counts is reported as 1.163 Million and 764K,
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respectively. Results obtained while PLC Runtime/OPC UA server is running on the
Embedded PC. In another set of observations, it is observed 210675, 326690, 381121
where the experiment was manually terminated at the end of a duration. 6.03 updates
are observed to be made every second during this set of experiments. This can be due
data could have been queued and considered together, where latest update presented.
The publish interval was again set as 0.01 corresponding to 10ms. The results of durations are lot longer with respect to historic read counts. The average obtained from
the second set is 306162 single value updates.
The experiments, with the i5 computer as OPC UA server, presents similar results.
However, this time i5 could perform 4.34 updates per second. The hardware is effective on the outcomes. The observations are 259214, 301791, 330480 and 333334.
The experiments are terminated by the operator. The mean µ is 306204,75. These
figures are not significantly higher than the embedded PC.
In this history and subscription reads context, possible cases are identified with consultations. These are presented in the following sections.

4.4.9

Case Study: History Reads where the number of variables set as 12 and
1000 Samples Queue size on Embedded PC

In order to investigate the working details, the conditions of the Embedded PC, various
case studies are conducted. In this case study, a condition that has the least mean
obtained as average been considered. This constitutes the worst-case scenario. These
values come from a separate set of experiments. In this set of experiments, the queue
size is altered to be 1000 Samples, while history data access is configured. A total
of 29 points of observations was noted. During the experiments, no difference on
case where there is single fan or dual fans were used, was observed. The difference
remained marginal.
It is possible to see the observation series in the Figure 4.15, along with a sample and
an average exponentially generated series. As visible in the series, there is one sample
that is around 1005 with two fans functioning. This sample pulls the mean and standard deviation of the observation series upwards. The mean is around µ = 99.8621
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Figure 4.15 Sorted observation sequence in increasing sample values with 1000 Queue
size on Embedded PC, besides a sorted example generated pseudo-random exponential series and average exponential generated random numbers
and standard deviation is around σ = 180.6848. In this set of experiments the test is
terminated when ever a failure is encountered. Therefore, the early values are starting from zero (0), which present quite a good match between the sample and average
exponential pseudo random series. Around 18th sample index the seperation starts,
the average goes upwards, while observations and example series stay low together.
Since the average is high just due to last sample, at this point example series and observed series seperate from each other. An instance of the Exponential Sample series
could be similar to the observed series. The red ”asterisk” dotted sketch represents
observed samples from experiments. Blue ”cross” dotted sketch represents the averaged exponential random sequence. The green ”round” dotted sketch represents the
sample/example exponential pseudo-random series.
When quantile to quantile plot in Figure 4.16 is considered, it is observed that when
the off sample is not considered, normal and exponential pseudo-random series present
good match. This off samples was recorded at an overnight experiment, where room
conditions were very low approximately around 15 degrees Celsius. It can be seen that
the stable is starting to deviate from the linear line. Also, the exponential has slight deviations. The normal distribution, on the other hand, presents very good match except
the off sample. However, the lowest values produced by this pseudo-random variable
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Figure 4.16 The quantile to quantile plots between observed MTBF series with 1000
Queue size on Embedded PC and Exponential, Poisson, Normal, Stable distributions
generated series
are below the zero (0) and negative. Therefore again even the match is improved, it
still have imperfections. The stable starts with higher than 100 values. Exponential
present very good match for early samples. Poisson was here just for consistency.

Figure 4.17 The scatter plot regarding the MTBF observation series with 1000 Queue
size on Embedded PC
The Figure 4.17 is dominated by the off sample. The clutter in the center is visible
still. However, to identify the situation further a closer look into the cluster where
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most of the samples reside is made in Figure 4.18. Here it is possible to see that there
are no evident patterns.

Figure 4.18 The scatter plot regarding the MTBF observation series with 1000 Queue
size on Embedded PC Zoomed
The Figure 4.19 presents the results of autocorrelation test for IID property. It can be
seen that the auto correlation series fall lot more rapidly than that of the initial MTBF
observations of 19 sample points. This is indicative of strong indepence. Here, we
see some oscillations exist as strong emphasis for identical property. For an identical
series it would be logical to have more or less similar results. There are some imperfections even at minor level. These reflect as a decreasing auto correlation series as
lag increases in absolute manner.

4.4.10

Case Study: History Reads where the number of variables set as 12 and
Outcomes of experiments with 100K, 1K and 100 Samples Queue sizes
reported together on the Embedded PC

The Figure 4.20, again has the red ”asterisk” dotted sketch representing observed
samples from experiments. Blue ”cross” dotted sketch represents the averaged exponential random sequence. The green ”round” dotted sketch represents the sample/example exponential pseudo-random series. There are 39 observation samples.
Six (6) are coming from the initial set. 29 of them are from the 1000 queue size
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Figure 4.19 The autocorrelation plot regarding the MTBF observation series with
1000 Queue size on Embedded PC Zoomed

Figure 4.20 Sorted observation sequence in increasing sample values with 100K, 1K,
100 Queue size on Embedded PC, besides a sorted example generated pseudo-random
exponential series and average exponential generated random numbers
observations. Four (4) of them are observed with 100 queue size. Maximum observation is again around 1005. The mean µ of the 100 sample queue observations are
99.5. Where as the standard deviation σ of these observations are 56.3708. In the
figure, it can be observed that the sample, average and observed data series are more
closely related as gaps are filled with newly added samples. Still the off observation
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in the coolest conditions is evidently visible.

Figure 4.21 The quantile to quantile plots between observed MTBF series with 1000
Queue size on Embedded PC and Exponential, Poisson, Normal, Stable distributions
generated series
In the Figure 4.21, it is visible that the exponential has more densely matching data.
The runaway samples are this time appears as two (2). The Normal has middle values
as fitting. The stable distribution illustrates more dominant mismatches.

Figure 4.22 The scatter plot regarding the MTBF observation series with 1000 Queue
size on Embedded PC
Both in the Figure 4.22 and 4.23 there are no evident patterns even when closely
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Figure 4.23 The scatter plot regarding the MTBF observation series with 1000 Queue
size on Embedded PC Zoomed
looked. This indicates possible IID property.

Figure 4.24 The autocorrelation plot regarding the MTBF observation series with
1000 Queue size on Embedded PC Zoomed
The autocorrelation results are visible from the Figure 4.24. There is a very steep
fall of correlation value at the very first lag. There are also some oscillations. Both
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together indicate that there is IID property. Obviously imperfections have effects.

4.4.11

Case Study: History Reads where All observations recorded on the Embedded PC

Here in the Figure 4.25, it can be observed that the example exponential pseudorandom number series took shape near to the observation sequences. These are gathered from all set of outcomes observed on Embedded PC, including the first set experiments targetting to get familiar with the setup. They also include observations for the
effect of query periods and similar. In these series, there are some off values. Figure
illustrates, that it is possible an pseudorandom exponential series could have taken
shape with off values as well. Between 80 and 100, there is a mismatch with example
sequence, the average exponential series and the observed samples.

Within the QQ

Figure 4.25 Sorted observation sequence in increasing sample values with all observations on Embedded PC, besides a sorted example generated pseudo-random exponential series and average exponential generated random numbers
plots given in the Figure 4.26, it can be seen that the exponential pseudo-random sequence has match accross the early values. The normal distribution has a good match
for the middle ranges. The stable distribution even though looks fitting, it has not
displayed invisible, significantly high and off values.
Considering the scatter plots for IID property, both in the Figure 4.27 and 4.28 there
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Figure 4.26 The quantile to quantile plots between observed MTBF series with all
observations on Embedded PC and Exponential, Poisson, Normal, Stable distributions
generated series

Figure 4.27 The scatter plot regarding the MTBF observation series with all observations on Embedded PC

are no evident patterns even when closely looked. This is indicative of the IID properties. The Figure 4.29 is the Autocorrelation Series as outcome from the all observed
samples set. The results contains a rapid fall from the first lag. Then it has oscillations
and finally, gradually falls to a very low level. There are imperfections in the data,
such as a sample group has a certain mean, yet another has another mean. However,
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Figure 4.28 The scatter plot regarding the MTBF observation series with all observations on Embedded PC Zoomed

Figure 4.29 The autocorrelation plot regarding the MTBF observation series with all
observations on Embedded PC Zoomed

these average or mean values are close to each other. Also, it happens under certain
conditions, an unexpected value like a 1000 read counts can occur. This also reinforces the IID perception towards the observations. In a summary IID property in the
observed samples is observable, even regarding the imperfections.
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Test Technique
Exponential KS Man
Normal KS Man
Stable KS Man
Exponential KS Mat
Normal KS Mat
Stable KS Mat
Exponential AD Mat
Normal AD Mat
Stable AD Mat
Exponential χ2 Mat
Normal χ2 Mat
Stable χ2 Mat

Goodness of Fit Test Results
Initial Set
1000 Que. len.
10% Significance
20% Significance
20% Significance
0.1% Significance
Null Hyp. Rejected Null. Hyp. Rejected
10% Significance
20% Significance
30% Significance
0.1% Significance
40% Significance
Null Hyp. Rejected
15% Significance
10% Significance
35% Significance
0.2% Significance
40% Significance
Null Hyp. Rejected
20% Significance
15% Significance
25% Significance
0.5% Significance
40% Significance
Null Hyp. Rejected

All Em. PC
2% Significance
Null Hyp. Rejected
Null Hyp. Rejected
1% Significance
Null Hyp. Rejected
Null Hyp. Rejected
1% Significance
Null Hyp. Rejected
Null Hyp. Rejected
0.5% Significance
Null Hyp. Rejected
Null Hyp. Rejected

Table 4.1 The results of the Goodness of Fit Tests with respect to Exponential, Normal, Stable distributions tested with Kolmogorov-Smirnov Manually and on Matlab,
Anderson Darling on Matlab, and χ2 on Matlab
4.4.12

Goodness of Fit Tests

In this section, the results of Goodness of fit test are reported in Table 4.1. In order to
employ for the future predictions on reliability performance of a similar unit, a fitting
random variable, with known qualities and characteristics would be beneficent.
In the table, there are both manually developed Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests and
MATLAB built-in test were employed. The built-in MATLAB library (Mat.) discards
the extreme values by default in order to monitor main characteristics. However manual (man.) tests do not exclude any data. The differences in the outcomes for example
for the stable distribution, which the fit of it was crafted by MATLAB Distribution
Fitter, is due to the extreme values that are beyond the observation ranges. The stable
distribution data has a heavy tail with the used parameters.
In the Figure 4.30, the pseudo-random numbers generated are presented in sorted format. These illustrate how changing the random variables effect the generated random
numbers. These values are obtained by averaging the sorted series generated over
10,000 experiments of pseudo-random number generations. The dot dash red line
represents the ”Stable” distribution. The continuous blue line is the ”Normal” distribution, dotted black line represents the Poisson generated sequence. The dashed
green line is the ”Exponential” form generated random sequence in sorted and aver79

Figure 4.30 Averaged Pseudo Random generated series sorted and presented in ordered form for Stable, Normal(Gaussian), Exponential and Poisson Random Variables

age condition. It is visible that the Stable before reaching to the end of the plot goes
up with excessive sample values. The Poisson is very flat. The Normal curve presents
some negative samples. The Exponential curve resides closely to the normal curve
presenting similar values neglecting the negative samples of it.
Reconsidering the Table 4.1 row-wise, it can be observed that for the consistently
gathered data presented in section 4.4.4, the manually crafted test presents 10% significance for not being able to reject the null hypothesis. Exponential series fit with
the observed data cannot be rejected with 10% significance. Same test yield a level
with 20% for normal distribution. Where as the Null hypothesis is rejected for stable
distribution. When the queue length set as 1000, for the data in section 4.4.9, the
results are 20%, 0.1%, null hypothesis rejected for Exponential, Normal, and Stable
distributions with respective ordering. This set contained more samples than the early
consistently gathered data. The all Embedded PC observations are gathered together
and formed a series. When Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is applied to this data, it is observed that only Exponential Random Variable is un-rejectable with 2% significance.
The results with the MATLAB built-in library are similar except that the ones on the
early consistent set. The stable distribution with exclusion of the excessive values,
now is un-rejectable with 40% significance. The Exponential and the Normal series
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have 10%, 30% significances respectively. The results indicate this set could have
come from an Exponential variable, Normal or a Stable random variables. Since this
data has a margin from Zero level, the Normal and Stable (crafted for this set) presents
more match. MATLAB Built-in KS test for 1000 queue size data represents 20%,
0.1% and Rejected for Exponential, Normal, and Stable distributions respectively.
Here, now the match is more with the Exponential distribution. The real character of
observations are more towards the exponential. The Normal distribution still maintains some significance. This is also indicative that Gaussian can be used to represent
the probabilities for almost all sorts of random events. Next on the All Embedded
PC observations data set the outcome is only positive for Exponential. This is also
indicative that the inter-arrival periods are modelled as Exponential, where this data
is more suitable for exponential modelling.
Anderson Darling (AD) is known as a better test among all. This test yields 15%, 35%
and 40% respectively for Exponential, Normal, and Stable distributions for the early
consistent set from section 4.4.4. The 1000 Queue length sample from the section
4.4.9 yields 10%, 0.2% and Hypothesis rejected. Results listed respectively for Exponential, Normal and Stable distributions. The results indicate for this set Normal and
Exponential is reasonable for the future modeling activities. The All data observed
from the Embedded PC experiments yield only 1% significance for the Exponential
distribution. Others have the null hypothesis rejected.
χ2 test results are indicative of the same phenomenon. The early consistent set presents
20%, 25%, and 40% for the respective order. With 1000 queue length 15%, 0.5%,
and Null hypothesis rejected. All embedded PC observations when tested with χ2 test
yields 0.5% significance for the Exponential one. These sets of results are indicative
of the Exponential distribution suitability for modeling inter-arrival times of failures.

4.5

Evaluation of Finding and Conclusions

The observed read counts from the experiments are translated into time by multiplying with the query period ∆, where ∆ is 15 seconds. The average µ of all samples
observed on Embedded PC are 159.1885. By using all the values obtained from Fig81

ure 4.10 the consistent result set, The Sample Mean of History Read Counts is calculated as µ = 304 Reads. The value is within the same order of magnitude with the
average from all samples, supporting the IID property. This is translated into time as
follows µt = µ × ∆ = 304 × 15 seconds = 4560 seconds = 76 Minutes.
In this study, we employ the exponential reliability function. Using the expectation
of E[XExponential ] = 1/λ = µt as defined in the book by Trivedi [96], The Exponential
Reliability function can be expressed as follows in Equation 4.2:
R(tExponential ) = e(−λ.t)

(4.2)

Figure 4.31 Reliability Estimate of the Embedded PC with 15 second Query Period
The same calculation for historic read count on win 10 i9 PC yields the result of
µt−win10 = µ × ∆ = 2732 × 15 seconds = 40980 seconds = 683 Minutes in
order to serve as a basis for a comparison. The i5 observations with 100,000 queue
length is µt−i5−100K = 17.9325Minutes. This value increases to, when the Queue
length is reduced to 1000 samples, µt−i5−1K = 1663.8Minutes. This period is around
27.73 hours, slightly longer than 1 day.
During the initial phase, an early experimentation involved subscription based reads
on Embedded PC. If ζ is employed to represent the respective update frequency,
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µt−sub−Early = µ ÷ ζ = 1163000 ÷ 6.03 upd./sec. = 192870 seconds =
3214.5 Minutes = 53.575hours. The second set of simple read counts are translated into the time domain by calculations based on updates per interval, this value is
according to the observations made during, second set of values collection µt−sub =
µ ÷ ζ = 306162 ÷ 6.03 upd./sec. = 50773.13 seconds = 846.22 Minutes =
14.1 hours. The i5 computer make relatively fast updates when acting as server. The
results for subscribtion read is around µt−sub = µ ÷ ζ = 306162 ÷ 4.34 upd./sec. =
70544 seconds = 1, 175.7 Minutes = 19.5956 hours.
The estimated Exponential Reliability Functions obtained from the above calculated
values are shown in Figure 4.31. Highest reliability of history read count values come
from i5 platform with 1000 queue size as depicted with a Purple Line. Observation
from Subscription Reads on Embedded PC with Maroon Lines are residing in the
highest range. The reliability of the Historic Read Counts on i5 with 100,000 queue
size is the lowest curve drawn with Yellow Lines. The Blue line represents the Embedded PC Consistent set result, The Cupper line represents i9 history reads results, The
Green Line represents the i5 simple reads and Light Blue represents the Embedded
PC simple reads from the independent second run.
In order to support a discussion on the results obtained, the Research Questions will
be considered.
How reliable would the OPC UA suite be after modifications found answer with i9 and
i5 results. The i9 presents extended durations of operation with the Continuous Cooling, NVMe harddisk, brand new hardware means. The i5 experienced hard times with
100,000 queue size during the history observations. However, when this queue size is
reduced to 1,000. The new setting also decreases the amount of data transferred. As
result of the changes, the continuous operation is observed. The experiments are typically manually ended. There were two incidences of the sort of network interrupts,
revealing a non-software related issue. Repeated experiments did not encounter such a
condition. Therefore severe weather causing electric failures was logical explanation.
These observations build up confidence on the software modifications.
To see the effect of Hardware strength, It is possible to observe the effect of hardware
differences. It can be predicted that the purpose and custom built structure of Em83

bedded PC maintains operations and cooling better. Especially, with respect to the
i5 computer mother board abilities. Even though the processor is better and the bus
speeds are comparable, the wider mother board causes higher amount of voltages to
be used. The lengthy cables suffered loss of round trip times and power. Where as
better cooled, stronger hardware i9 results are lot more promising.
The samples collected for MTBF parameter are independent and identically distributed
or not? First of all for answering this question, why such a need arises need to be considered, would not a simple mean of couple of observations suffice? The answer is the
higher the number of the observations, the confidence on the results are better. During
the further experimentation on Embedded PC with 12 variables and 1000 queue sizes
there was one off value. This value was 1005, while all others were below 100 on
the average. This illustrates that an independent result can take place. Therefore, to
capture the underlying statistical character, certain tests for IID property are made.
The IID property exists. The results are representative on the order of magnitudes.
When the averages obtained, then it is known that the value will be representative to
an order of magnitude, rather then an exact value. Which could not be possibly known
so a stochastic approach is preferred. The companies when issuing guarantees, try to
identify a point where the probability of failure is around, for example 0.001. Let assume the mean time to failure is 100 minutes in one system. Then, it is 200 minutes in
another. Two (2) times difference exists. Then per time the reliability would become
according to the equation 4.2, around 0.1 minute in first system and 0.2 minute in the
second system. The results prohibit anyone from using such a system for extended
periods if they want this very high reliability. The figures would be different if calculated with normal distribution. Let assume a standard deviation σ around 50 minutes
for first system, and 100 minutes for second system. If the model in first system is
used at 0.1 minute, the gaussian reliability is 0.9771. This value is 0.9770 in the 0.2
minute. If calculated the second system wise the reliability results are 0.9772 and
0.9771 respectively to 0.1 minute and 0.2 minute order. As a result, the results are
indicative of a level for the reliability.
To see if a classical known random variable be associated to the collected MTBF observation series Test for goodness of fit performed. The results are indicative since the
IID property exists. The Gaussian and Exponential random variables (RV) can model
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the reliability conditions with acceptable error. Therefore, It is possible to model future reliability outcomes, given the IID property. The custom tailored, yet not a classical random variable Stable distribution, remains good only for a specific set of data.
While using the Exponential RV for predictions, one must keep in mind the ”memoryless” property of this variable. This variable is of choice to model inter-arrival times
of any sort, and Poisson is the chances for the number of variables. At every new
observation because of memoryless property, any outcome is possible regardless of
the condition the system is in. This is quite frankly the case in the experimentations
as well. It explains the possibility of an off value around 1005. It is a fortunate case to
have the off value which comes possibly visible with more experiments and testing.
Gaussian can be a good candidate in most of the cases explaining such an observation.
Actually ranges near the mean are close to each other for both distributions. Lack of
negative values supports the case of exponential random variable better. Since the
resets brings the overall system to the initial conditions, every experiment is in almost
identical conditions besides room temperatures. Therefore if perfect recoveries are the
case, every experiment is identical and independent of each other. With the observations yet having indications of inperfections, the results indicate usage of exponential
random variable is possible. Also for certain ranges gaussian can be a choice.
The MTBF figures of Simple Data Access is better than Historic data access is visible
by the outcomes from Simple Reads with Subscriptions are significantly higher than
that of the Historic Access results. The historic access is sort of an redundant transfer
of already relayed data. The algorithms can incorporate this factor. Another set of
results supporting the fact is that on this specific 1.4Gz Embedded PC Historic Access
can deplete CPU cycles and resources. For all these reasons a stronger hardware
with a couple of cores and cached architecture is more suitable for such a task. This
is incorporated in the hardware list of the KAMAK project. With the algorithmic
improvement, the results support that reliability would be more promising.
MTBF based technique be used to identify issues/failures during a software development. During the studies it is really observed that this MTBF based technique can
identify the issues like coding mistakes, or environmental factors. Also search for a
level of confidence in the results gave a great clue for the character of the system under
test. A sample outcome, possibly due to cold conditions were off the average scales.
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This gave the information that almost all conditions are equally possible. Therefore,
the results need to be considered as an order of magnitude. The historic data access
activity coded in the Prosys OPC UA Client have MTBF figure between 100 to 300
readouts level on an Embedded PC 1.4Ghz Celeron platform. Where the conditions
are more suitable, like stronger hardwares, 10000 historic reads are possible with
all environmental factors, computer based factors working fine, continuing network,
electricity, cooling activities. Whereas, the simple reads achieve these results almost
on platforms. This information are possibly known through experiments that grants a
statistical model can be fit. Therefore a prediction is more sound for a possible future
hardware platform.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The research and development is a costly, yet graceful activity in monetary and reputation retrospects. When design is finalized and the development took place, the test
suite for the product is prepared and it is tested. This period is critical in the life cycle
of every product. It defines market success of the product. During this testing phase,
the management needs information on the effort and cost requirement ahead. This
period is known to be among the most expensive phases of development effort. The
system under the test could be a multi-million jet aircraft. Every moment spent in
testing would lead to a better product but at an additional cost. The need is to built
confidence on the product as soon as possible. Testing effort generally involves efforts
conducted on a test suite for repeatability. Completely running the test-suite would
bring necessary statistics about the issues at hand. However, it takes longer on the
average than the stop at first failure technique. The second technique addresses the
failures in a controlled experimentation manner. Yet, there are no strong evidence
to completely reject the prior technique. The results support an interchangeable application of both techniques with more frequent use of stopping at first failure. This
approach can save time and bring in the necessary statistics for management purposes.
During test conducts, The MTBF figures and confidence intervals brings on additional
benefits like realistic targets. During the efforts in this study to obtain these information, numerous observations were made. Some outcomes were still valid but off the
scale. Even though they would take place rarely, they presented important clues about
data collected. Such data observations were only possible because of many experiments aiming to built confidence on the results.
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Assigning a classical random distribution to an observed data proves important. This
random variable supports statistical predictions on possible scenarios. Generally, the
arrival processes with perfect recoveries are modelled as an Exponential Random
Variable. The results in the study support, that it is possible to model the interfailure arrivals of the OPC UA suite with an Exponential Random Variable as well.
Given the interfailure arrivals of OPC UA suite takes place accordingly to a classical
random variable, it is reasonable to conclude that the hardware architecture is effective
on the reliability of the outcome. The MTBF based method conducted accordingly
is found useful in order to identify failures, estimating the reliabilities of the system
under test and a sound research and development effort.
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CHAPTER 6

ALGORITHMS

Some of the code units, methods, objects added or modified in the Prosys Client

6.1

mainMenu()

protected void mainMenu() throws ServerListException,
URISyntaxException, Exception {

if (connectToDiscoveryServer)
if (!discover())
return;

// Try to connect to the server already at this point.
connect();

// Subscribe to items specified from command line
subscribeToInitialItems();

// You have one node selected all the time, and all operations
// target that. We can initialize that to the standard ID of the
// RootFolder (unless it was specified from command line).
//ongun

if (nodeId == null) {
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nodeId = Identifiers.RootFolder;

nodeId = this.moveNodeIdDownto(nodeId, "Objects");
//Get down in Directory Hierarchy ongun 26/02/2019
nodeId = this.moveNodeIdDownto(nodeId, "HistoricalAccess");
//Get down in Directory Hierarchy ongun 26/02/2019
this.client.setTimeout(5000);
//reduntantly set timeout 5000 ongun needless for sure
}

//ongun
/***********************************
***********************************
********/
/* Wait for user command to execute next action. */
do {
printMenu(nodeId);

try {
switch (readAction()) {
case ACTION_RETURN:
disconnect();
return;
case 0:
if (discover())
connect();
break;
case 1:
connect();
break;
case 2:
disconnect();
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break;
case 3:
NodeId browseId = browse(nodeId, null);
if (browseId != null)
nodeId = browseId;
break;
case 4:
read(nodeId);
break;
case 5:
write(nodeId);
break;
case 6:
registerNodes(nodeId);
break;
case 7:
unregisterNodes();
break;
case 8:
subscribe(nodeId);
break;
case 9:
NodeId methodId = readMethodId(nodeId);
if (methodId != null)
callMethod(nodeId, methodId);
break;
case 10:
readHistory(nodeId);
break;
case 11:
readRecordHistory(nodeId);
break;
case 12:
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dumbRecordHistory(nodeId);
break;
case 13:
indicatorHistory(nodeId);
break;
case 14:
monitoredDataItemHistory(nodeId);
break;
default:
continue;
}
} catch (Exception e) {
printException(e);
}

} while (true);
/*************************************************
*****************************/
}

6.2

monitoredDataItemHistory(NodeId nodeId2)

private void monitoredDataItemHistory(NodeId nodeId2) {
//ongun 04/03/2019

// TODO Auto-generated method stub

NodeId nodeId_INPUT = null;
NodeId nodeId_count = null;
//Get the node Ids of the variables observed...
ongun 04 + 26/02/2019
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UnsignedInteger attributeId = UnsignedInteger.valueOf(13);
// zero for node Id name

try {

nodeId_INPUT = this.moveNodeIdDownto(this.nodeId, "INPUT");
nodeId_count = this.moveNodeIdDownto(this.nodeId, "count");
//Get the node Ids of the variables observed...
ongun 04 + 26/02/2019

if (subscription == null)
subscription = new Subscription(true, 0.01, 1, 1, 0, 10);

MonitoredDataItem dataItem_count = createMonitoredDataItem(
nodeId_count, attributeId);
MonitoredDataItem dataItem_INPUT = createMonitoredDataItem(
nodeId_INPUT, attributeId);

//subscription.addAliveListener(subscriptionAliveListener);
subscription.addItem(dataItem_count);
subscription.addItem(dataItem_INPUT);
subscription.addNotificationListener(subscriptionListener);
client.addSubscription(subscription);

} catch (Exception e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}

}
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6.3

resetTheCounterInServer()

public void resetTheCounterInServer()

{ //ongun 06032019

NodeId nodeId_INPUT = null;
NodeId nodeId_count = null;
//Get the node Ids of the variables observed...
ongun 04 + 26/02/2019
UnsignedInteger attributeId = UnsignedInteger.valueOf(13);
// zero for node Id name

try {

if(actionCount%500==10) {
this.client.getTimeout();
try { //What ever failure Wait ten 10secs
Thread.sleep(1000);
} catch (InterruptedException e1) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e1.printStackTrace();
}
}

nodeId_INPUT = moveNodeIdDownto(this.nodeId, "INPUT");
nodeId_count = moveNodeIdDownto(this.nodeId, "count");
//Get the node Ids of the variables observed...
ongun 04 + 26/02/2019
this.client.writeAttribute(nodeId_count, attributeId, 0);
this.client.writeAttribute(nodeId_INPUT, attributeId, 0);
//this.client.getSubscription(0).updateItems();
//monitoredDataItemHistory(nodeId);
String toStr = "Action count -> " + actionCount++;
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println(toStr);
if(!subscription.isConnected())
monitoredDataItemHistory(nodeId);

} catch (ServiceException | StatusException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
try { //What ever failure Wait ten 10secs
Thread.sleep(10000);
} catch (InterruptedException e1) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e1.printStackTrace();
}
} catch (ServiceResultException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
try {//What ever failure Wait ten 10secs
Thread.sleep(10000);
} catch (InterruptedException e1) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e1.printStackTrace();
}
} catch (Exception e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
try {//What ever failure Wait ten 10secs
Thread.sleep(10000);
} catch (InterruptedException e1) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e1.printStackTrace();
}
}
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}

6.4

indicatorHistory(NodeId nodeId2)

private void indicatorHistory(NodeId nodeId2) {
//ongun 29022019
// TODO Auto-generated method stub
try {
int Max_int = 1000000000;

//indicatorHistory window = new indicatorHistory(0,0);

NodeId nodeId_INPUT = null;
NodeId nodeId_count = null;
//Get the node Ids of the variables observed...
ongun 26/02/2019
DataValue value_count = null;
DataValue value_INPUT = null;
int failureCount = 0;

for(int i=0; i<Max_int; i++)
{
try {

try {
Thread.sleep(1);

} catch (InterruptedException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
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nodeId_INPUT = this.moveNodeIdDownto(nodeId,
"INPUT");
nodeId_count = this.moveNodeIdDownto(nodeId,
"count");
//Get the node Ids of the variables observed... ongun 26/02/2019
value_count = client.readValue(nodeId_count);
value_INPUT = client.readValue(nodeId_INPUT);

indicatorHistory.flushTheData(value_count.getValue().intValue(),
value_INPUT.getValue().intValue(), i,failureCount);

}catch (Exception e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
System.out.println(" GENERALLY DUE
NETWORK INTERRUPT ");
failureCount++;

}

}
} catch (Exception e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
println(" Exception of Updating data");
} //Get the node Ids of the variables observed...
ongun 26/02/2019

}
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6.5

dumbRecordHistory(NodeId nodeId2)

private void dumbRecordHistory(NodeId nodeId2) { //ongun
// TODO Auto-generated method stub
int Max_Dump = 10000000;
for(int ii=0; ii<Max_Dump; ii++) {
readRecordHistory(nodeId2);
/*try {
Thread.sleep(50);
} catch (InterruptedException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}*/
}

}
\section{readRecordHistory(NodeId nodeId)}
private void readRecordHistory(NodeId nodeId) { //ongun 26022019
// TODO Auto-generated method stub
String str = new String();
NodeId nodeId_count = null;
NodeId nodeId_INPUT = null;

try {

nodeId_count

= this.moveNodeIdDownto(nodeId, "count");

//Get the node Ids of the variables observed... ongun 26/02/2019
nodeId_INPUT

= this.moveNodeIdDownto(nodeId, "INPUT");

//Get the node Ids of the variables observed... ongun 26/02/2019

} catch (Exception e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
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e.printStackTrace();
}

try {
str = readHistoryReadAVar(nodeId_count) +
readHistoryReadAVar(nodeId_INPUT);
} catch (Exception e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
System.out.println(str);
}
println(" ");
logCampFilepw.println( str + "\n" );
logCampFilepw.flush();

}

6.6

readHistoryReadAVar(NodeId nodeId)

private String readHistoryReadAVar
(NodeId nodeId) throws Exception {//oNGUN 29 02 2019

DataValue value = null;

UnsignedInteger attributeId = UnsignedInteger.valueOf(0);
// zero for node Id name
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try {

value = client.readValue(nodeId);
print("Value for " + nodeId + " = " + value.getValue()
+ "

");

return dataValueToString(nodeId, attributeId, value);

} catch (ServiceException | StatusException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
return "COULDNT Fetch the History Data";

}

6.7

printMenu(NodeId nodeId)

protected void printMenu(NodeId nodeId) {
println("");
println("");
println("");
if (client.isConnected()) {
println("*** Connected to: " + client.getUri());
println("");
if (nodeId != null)
printCurrentNode(nodeId);
} else
println("*** NOT connected to: " + client.getUri());

System.out.println("-----------------------------------------------------------------");
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println("- Enter x to close client");
System.out.println("-----------------------------------------------------------------");
System.out.println("- Enter 0 to start discovery
-");
System.out.println("- Enter 1 to connect to server
-");
System.out.println("- Enter 2 to disconnect from server
-");
System.out.println("- Enter 3 to browse the server add
ress space -");
System.out.println("- Enter 4 to read values
-");
System.out.println("- Enter 5 to write values
-");
System.out.println("- Enter 6 to register nodes
-");
System.out.println("- Enter 7 to unregister nodes
-");
if (subscription == null)
System.out.println("- Enter 8 to create a subscription
-");
else
System.out.println("- Enter 8 to add a new item to
subscription

-");

System.out.println("- Enter 9 to call a method-");
System.out.println("- Enter 10 to read history-");
System.out.println("- Enter 11 to read and write from
history to a Standard FILE -");
System.out.println("- Enter 12 Dump polled history
to a Standard FILE 1000 time -");
System.out.println("- Enter 13 Speedometer for history
-");
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System.out.println("- Enter 14 Data Monitoring
-");
System.out.println("-----------------------------------------------------------------");
}

6.8

MyMonitoredDataItemListener

/**
* Prosys OPC UA Java SDK
*
* Copyright (c) Prosys PMS Ltd., <http://www.prosysopc.com>.
* All rights reserved.
*/
package com.prosysopc.ua.samples.client;

import org.opcfoundation.ua.builtintypes.DataValue;

import com.prosysopc.ua.client.MonitoredDataItem;
import com.prosysopc.ua.client.MonitoredDataItemListener;

/**
* A sampler listener for monitored data changes.
*/
public class MyMonitoredDataItemListener
implements MonitoredDataItemListener {
private final SampleConsoleClient client;
public indicatorHistory window = new indicatorHistory(0,0);
//ongun 05032019
public int prevIntValue_count = 0;
public int prevIntValue_INPUT = 0;
public static int counterHitCount = 0;
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/**
* @param client
*/
public MyMonitoredDataItemListener(SampleConsoleClient
client) {
//super();
this.client = client;

}

@Override
public void onDataChange(MonitoredDataItem sender,
DataValue prevValue, DataValue value) {

//SampleConsoleClient.println(client
.dataValueToString(sender.getNodeId(),sender.getAttributeId()
,value));
if(sender.getNodeId().toString().contains("count"))
//ongun 05/03/2019
{
window.flushTheData(value.getValue().intValue(),
prevIntValue_INPUT, counterHitCount++,
SampleConsoleClient.actionCount);
prevIntValue_count = value.getValue().intValue();
}else
{
window.flushTheData(prevIntValue_count,
value.getValue().intValue(), counterHitCount++,
SampleConsoleClient.actionCount);
prevIntValue_INPUT = value.getValue().intValue();
}
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/*try { //What ever failure Wait ten 10secs
if(SampleConsoleClient.actionCount%10==0)
Thread.sleep(10000);
} catch (InterruptedException e1) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e1.printStackTrace();}
*/
}
};

6.9

indicatorHistory

package com.prosysopc.ua.samples.client;

public class indicatorHistory {
int value_count = 0;
int value_INPUT = 0;

public static frame Miframe = null;
// ongun 29022019 persembe

public indicatorHistory(int count, int INPUT) {
//super();
initialize(count, INPUT);

}

public static void flushTheData(int count, int INPUT,
int index, int failures) {
frame.setText(count, INPUT, index, failures );
}
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private void initialize(int value_count2, int value_INPUT2) {
// TODO Auto-generated method stub
if(Miframe==null)
Miframe=new frame();
Miframe.setVisible(true);

setValue_count(value_count2);
setValue_INPUT(value_INPUT2);

}

protected int getValue_count() {
return value_count;
}
protected void setValue_count(int value_count) {
this.value_count = value_count;
}
protected int getValue_INPUT() {
return value_INPUT;
}
protected void setValue_INPUT(int value_INPUT) {
this.value_INPUT = value_INPUT;
}

}

6.10

frame

package com.prosysopc.ua.samples.client;
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import java.awt.BorderLayout;
import java.awt.EventQueue;

import javax.swing.JFrame;
import javax.swing.JPanel;
import javax.swing.border.EmptyBorder;
import javax.swing.JTabbedPane;
import javax.swing.JFormattedTextField;
import javax.swing.JLayeredPane;
import javax.swing.JLabel;
import javax.swing.JTextField;
import javax.swing.JTextPane;
import java.awt.SystemColor;
import javax.swing.JButton;
import java.awt.event.ActionListener;
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;
import com.prosysopc.ua.samples.client.buttonStruck;

public class frame extends JFrame {

public static JTextPane textPane =

new JTextPane();

public static JTextPane textPane_1 = new JTextPane();
public static JTextPane textPane_2 = new JTextPane();
public static JTextPane textPane_3 = new JTextPane();
public static JLayeredPane layeredPane = new JLayeredPane();
/**
*
*/
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
private final JLabel label = new JLabel("Index");
private final JLabel label_1 = new JLabel
("Zeroising instances");
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static JButton btnZeroiseCount = new JButton
("Zeroise count");

//protected static buttonStruck newButtonStruck
= new buttonStruck();

/**
* Launch the application.
*/

protected static frame frame = null;
public static void main(String[] args) {
EventQueue.invokeLater(new Runnable() {
public void run() {
try {
/*if(newButtonStruck==null)
newButtonStruck = new
buttonStruck();*/
if(frame==null)
frame = new frame();
frame.setVisible(true);

//init();
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
});
}
public void destroyer() {

frame = null;
//newButtonStruck = null;
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}

public static frame init() {

if(frame==null)
frame = new frame();
frame.setVisible(true);
/*if(newButtonStruck==null)
newButtonStruck = new buttonStruck();*/
return frame;
}

public static void setText(int val_count, int val_INPUT,
int index, int failures)
{

String str_count = "" + val_count;
String str_INPUT = "" + val_INPUT;
String str_index = "" + index;
String str_failures = "" + failures;

textPane.setText(str_count);
textPane_1.setText(str_INPUT);
textPane_2.setText(str_index);
textPane_3.setText(str_failures);

layeredPane.repaint();

}

/**
* Create the frame.
*/
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public frame() {

setTitle("One to Switch");

setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE);
setBounds(100, 100, 828, 575);
layeredPane.setBackground(SystemColor.
inactiveCaptionBorder);

//JLayeredPane layeredPane = new JLayeredPane();
getContentPane().add(layeredPane, BorderLayout.
CENTER);

JLabel lblInput = new JLabel("INPUT");
lblInput.setBounds(82, 349, 46, 14);
layeredPane.add(lblInput);

JLabel lblCount = new JLabel("Count");
lblCount.setBounds(82, 125, 46, 14);
layeredPane.add(lblCount);
textPane.setBackground(SystemColor.info);
textPane.setEditable(false);

//JTextPane textPane = new JTextPane();
textPane.setBounds(212, 125, 100, 20);
layeredPane.add(textPane);
textPane_1.setBackground(SystemColor.info);
textPane_1.setEditable(false);

//JTextPane textPane_1 = new JTextPane();
textPane_1.setBounds(212, 349, 100, 20);
layeredPane.add(textPane_1);
textPane_2.setBackground(SystemColor.
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inactiveCaption);

textPane_2.setBounds(212, 400, 100, 20);

textPane_1.setBackground(SystemColor.info);
textPane_1.setEditable(false);
layeredPane.add(textPane_2);
label.setBounds(82, 406, 46, 14);

layeredPane.add(label);
textPane_3.setBackground(SystemColor.
inactiveCaption);
textPane_3.setBounds(509, 125, 100, 20);

layeredPane.add(textPane_3);
label_1.setBounds(436, 125, 46, 14);

layeredPane.add(label_1);

btnZeroiseCount.addActionListener(
new ActionListener() {
public void actionPerformed
(ActionEvent arg0) {
new buttonStruck().
resetTheCntrInTheServer();
}
});
btnZeroiseCount.setBounds(476, 286, 130, 23);
layeredPane.add(btnZeroiseCount);

JLabel label_2 = new JLabel("Zeroising clicks");
label_2.setBounds(484, 260, 125, 14);
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layeredPane.add(label_2);
}
}
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